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ii. 
SIDAMARY. 
Editing and correction of r ecords by computer is 
very important when large volumes of da ta ar e being proces sed . 
As we l l as i mproving the quality of the r esul t s , a well 
designed edit can also s i mpl ify the p roc essing of the data 'by 
detecting and correcti ng r ec ords which could cause t he 
p roc ess ing rout i ne to malfunction. 
Chapte r 1 consider s this t ask , and justifie s its 
division i n to t wo sect ions . Fi l e handling and input/output 
is dependent on the mac hi ne and peripher als u sed , but r equires 
no knowledge of the logical content of t he r ecord. On the 
other hand 9 the checking of the items and genera tion of error 
messages is less machi ne dependent, but needs a detailed 
knowledge of t he logica l content of t he r ecord. This latter 
task, called the "logic al edit " is conside red in this t he sis. 
The creation of a logical edit i nvolves t hr ee phases ; 
analysis , programming and t es tinga Commonly a different 
language is used far the ana lysis and the pr ogr &'TII!ling 9 and 
this can lead to er~ors and difficulty wi th t he t es ting . 
Using decision t ables the first two phases can be com'b i ned 1 
as decision t ables can be used as a programmi ng language in 
conjuction with a suitable compiler . 
Howev er, t hey ar not ideal as a means of specifying 
a logica l edit. I n particular, they are cumbersome and time 
consuming. A need exists f or a better langu age that can be 
used both for analys i s and as a computer pro gr am. Chapter 2 
considers the p roperti es of such a language . 
" FREDi1 , a language devised by the author to fill 
thi s need, is described in Chapter 3. 
iiL 
The statements of F1RED represent t he mos t common 
logical t asks required in editing , and include such features 
as look-up table s 9 error fl ag setting, ad justments and s o 
on, not normally contained as single statements in a 
p rograffit~ing language o To deal with l ess common tasks 9 
arbitrary blocks of PL/I statements may be included in an 
edit . 
FRED also has a struc ture to represent the branches 
of the edit i n an intuitive way. This structure exists in 
two forms , one of which is used for the program itself, and 
henc e appears on the program listings . This makes a program 
written in FRED particularly easy to r ead and debug. 
FRED is writt en to b e compatible with PL/I, and a 
FRED edit will generally form one procedure of a PL/I 
pro gr am to perform all edi ti ng tasks. 
Chap t e r 4 describe s the way in which a FRED pre-
proc es sor has b e en written and tested. The pre- proces s or 
is written in PL/I and converts an edit written in FRED 
into a logic a l]y equivalent PL/I procedure . Any PL/I 
stat©ments r ead by the pre- processor are copied unchanged 
so that a program may b e wri t ten of mixed PL/I and FRED 
blocks , and the whole submitted first to the pre-processor, 
then to the PL/I comp il er to produce an edit. 
Chap t er 5 conta ins sample edits written in FRED, 
and mentions i mprovements suggested by t he early use of 
FRED. 
~he pre-proces s or is listed as an appendix . 
iv. 
~TEMENTI 
The ma t eri al re ported i n this t hes is is the 
author 1 s own work ex c ep t whe r e references to other 
sources are explicitly s ta t ed in t he t ex t. 
1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I 
I 
1.1 IN'I'RODUCTION AND DEEJ]JTIO]i§. 
l.]. Editing is a proc ess to che ck the 
of items of informa tion. These items a re 
into logic a l r e cords (frequently r ef erred 
2. 
accuracy of a set 
usual ly organised 
to as r ecords) . 
A logica l r ecord i s a collec tion of r e l a t ed it ems; for 
example, if a s e t of items is t he informa tion col lected 
for an area in a popula tion census, then t h ose it ems 
r elating to one dwelling may form a lo gical r ecord. 
The items may also b e group ed because of the 
properti es of the medium which store s them. For example, 
only a f ew items may b e contained on one punched card or 
one length of pap er tape . Such a group is call ed a 
physical r ecord. In many ap9lic a tions t here is a simple 
r 8lation betwee n logical and physical r ecords. 
A log ical r e cord is represent ed by a s equ ence of 
data chs.rac t ers on sor.1e medium to ge the r with an implied 
structure which en able s these characters to be interpre t ed 
as the i tems of information. The data normally con sist of 
alphanumeric cha r acters which represent the infon;1a tion 1 
and sepa rators
9 
which may also be a lphanumeri c , which do 
not r epresent information , but which, in conjunc tion with 
the impli ed structure, en ab le the items of i nf orma tion of 
the r ecord to b e de t er mi ned. Thus, the cha r ac t er str i ng 
"£142/10/4" conta ins three separ a tors 11 £11 , 11 /" and 11 / 11 , 
and thes e enaole the char ac t ers 11 142104" to b e interpr et ed 
ns one hundred and forty two p ounds , t en shillings and 
fourp ence . 
Although edits are some times des igned to attempt 
to de tect and remove all errors f rom the given file of 
i nformation, it j_s more common for the edit to b e us ed to 
I 
I 
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improve the gua litlf of the information and remove these 
errors which will i mpede later operations on the f i l e. Thus 
for example, in an edit attached to the job of computing pay, 
an attempt will be made to remove all errors by including 
redundant information such as che cksums to allow the ch ecking 
of all items. In a typical statistical application on the 
other hand, such an edit would be i mpractical with the 
available resource s and the edit will be designed to r emove 
all errors which would seriously affect the s tatistics and 
merely r educe other errors to an aeceptable level. The edit 
may also be used to point out exceptional, but correct 
records. For example, the import of a 1:·rarship costing 
several mil l ions of dollars disturbs the detailed import 
sta tistics so much t ha t s pe cial mention may have to b e made, 
Such events are easily highlighted at the editing stage. 
A furth er use of the edit is to simplify later 
processing tasks. Dif'ficult situations such as zero 
divisors can often be detected at the edi~ stage and 
appropriate action taken quite easily, thus simplifying t he 
later p rocessing runs. Missing and absurd information such 
as illegal code value s can also be detected and corrected 
during the editing. Also at this stage codes and serial 
numbers can be insert ed to be of use in the later tasks, such 
a s a s erial to be used as a subscript in later tabulation 
routine s, and batch totals can be computed to check on t he 
completeness of the dat a . 
The errors arise in two ways. The first ie due 
to incorr ect, incomp l e t e or inconsistent irf' or JW. tion a t the 
earlies t sta ge, for example , an error of obs erva tion, or 
the wrong stock numb e r written on a package or an incomplete 
census return. These errors will be referred to as "source 
4. 
error s n . The s econd type of' error i s tha t caused by a 
mistake in the extraction , t ranscription or storage of t he 
information. For example an error c a used by punching an 
incorrect charact e r into paper tape, or by including some 
r e cords twice in the file, or an error while r eading the 
data from magn e tic tape. These errors wi ll be r e ferred to 
as "transcription errors11 • 
The v a lue of editing is such tha t is i s c ommon to 
include r edundant informati on just for t he pur p os e of 
providing an editing che cko Thus , the total of a group of 
items may be included in the record, or th e rate at whi ch 
duty is levi ed may b e i nc luded i n an exci se r e cord eve n 
though this should be determinable from t he na ture of the 
it em , and a check digit may be a p~lied to a code number. 
1.1. 2 There a r e many advanta ges in using a ccmputer for 
ed.i ti ng.. The types of lo gical and arithmetic checks that 
a re mo st useful can be pe rformed quickly and cheaply on a 
computero Further, the co mpu t e r does not get bored by 
applying the same checks over and ove r again, ru1d continue s 
to opera t e with v e ry high reliability. 
The va lue of computer editi ng is increased if the 
edit i s u sed to que ry unl ikely event s as possibl e errors 
a nd also to make correction s where possible to t he errors 
found. 
The unl ikely events quer ied i n this way can then 
b e che cked manually for two import a nt co nditi ons. First, 
refe rence to so urc e documents or b eyong may show tha t the 
r e cord is in error. For example t his will usually be the 
case when h ospital r e cor ds r epor t the birth of quintuplets, 
though it may s ome times be correct. Se co ndl y, the 
information ma;y b e correct , but s o si gnificant as to ne ed 
special action, such as the cas e of t he import of a warship 
mentioned earlier. Re cords q ueri ed in thi s way form a class 
which must usually be distinct from the cla s s of records 
found to be in error 9 sinc e many programs are written that 
do not al low furthe r proces s ing to b e done on a file tha t 
contains errors, wh e r eas , as note d above , many of the se 
quer ied r ecords will be correct and have to b e p rocessed in 
t he usual way. 'rhe attention tha t ca.."'1 be given to these 
ex ceptional ca ses when singled out in this wa y is much grea t e r 
than is possible when this type of record has to be searched 
for by hand from the whole se t of i nforma t i on . 
Making corrections by computer is a v ery valuable 
t e chni que , though it i s very difficult to progr am. I nde ed 
some corrections tha t can be reco gnise d fairly easily 
manu a lly seem too complex to program using existing t echniques. 
An example is recognis ing tha t a punched card has been read 
upside down. Howev er, many simple transcripti ons and sourc e 
e rrors or omi ssi ons c an be prope rly corrected by program, 
particularly when the records contain numeric da t a . 
Corrections a re particularly valuable in work of a statistical 
nature, where compl e t e a ccuracy is not expected, and limited 
r e sources make it i mpr a ctical to inves tiga t e all source r 
e rrors. Her e, it i s a common proc edure to apply an 
11 arbitrary adj us tmen t" , that would make the informati on 
an acr,eptabl e record wi th a t the worst ; an insi gni fi cant 
ef fe ct on the a ccuracy of the f i nal statistics. These 
adjustment rule s can b e pro gr amme d very effectively, and the 
ability of the compute r to make comnlicated decisions very 
rapidly allows these a djustment routines to take acc ount of 
many more r ela tions , and hence become more accurate . Further 
6. 
the reliability ana_ predictability of the comp·u.ter allows 
the effect of such rules to b e es timate d with a high degre e 
of accuracy, and steps can b e taken to r educe bias i n a way 
tha t is not possible with clerical amendment . 
Using the computer for editing has a further 
important advantage in the very common case of the further 
p roces s ing also being done by computer. This i s tha t the 
i ncidence of transcription errors between ed iting and 
processing is reduced to a minimum. If the proc essing occurs 
immediate ly aft e r editing, then no transcription occurs at 
all, and the data will only be al t ere d by a malfunction of 
the compu ter - the like lihood of whj_ch can truly. be regarded 
as negligible. 
If the processing occurs at another time, even on 
another computer, then the data can be stored on one of the 
magnetic mass·-storage media such as magnetic tap es , discs or 
drums. The reliability of these devic es i s far greater than 
that of mechanical readers and writers involving for example 
paper tape or punched cards. The error rate will generally 
be less t han one error in 100,000,000 characters, and since 
an error is generally detected by t he re ading device or by 
program, using such devices as checkstuns and parity bits, the 
chances of an undet ected error will generally be even l ess . 
There is 
9 
however, one severe problem in editing by 
computer. All type s of error must be anticipated and 
included in the program before ed: ting commences. This is 
natuarlly a much more difficult t ask than that of recognising 
errors as they occur . 
Computers do not have, nor will they have in the 
forseeable future, the ability to store many it ems of 
I 
l 
r 
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information over a l a rge period of time and a ocess them by 
a rapid :p rocess of"association. Thus , if the edit of a pers on-
nel file specifies no check on date of birth and if due to a 
me chanic a l fault a large number of r ecords a r e _ transcribed 
with dates of birth in, say, the seventeenth century, thes e 
will not be det ected by a computer edit and may remain 
unnoticed until a renort quotes the average age of employee 
as 342 wi th embarrassing consequences! Using clerical editing 
however 9 there is a fair chance that such errors , unforeseen 
initially, may be discovered and corrected b efore much damage 
i s doneo 
The original analysis of the jnformati on for computer 
editing needs to be v e ry complete. Though this analysis can 
be t es ted by test runs on act~al data , the results of which are 
closely e.~~amined, much work still needs to be done on this problem 
1.1. 3 Once the computer edit has been written it can be 
used rapidly and fre q_uently. Thus~ t he da ta can be edited 
in conveniently sized batches soon after these have been 
r e ceived. There are several advantages to such a scheme. 
Any source errors that are detected can be queried 
soon after the information is collected. Memories will still 
be fresh, documents still accessible and respondents found 
easily. The quality of the corrections to these errors will 
then be much higher than if the query was made later. 
Transcription errors which are detected may lead 
to repairs to the transcription devices to correct a r ecurring 
error, or further explanation to an operator or coder who is 
misinterpreting the instructions. In this way the build up 
of a large numher of systematic transcription errors may be 
avoided. 
Analysis of the ~rrors recorded may lead to 
imroverre nts to the editing itself, or may highlight 
t 
I 
I 
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deficienci es in the informa tion being provided . Thus the 
system may be improved a t the earlie s t possible r.10ment. 
Be cause of these considerations 9 ed.i ting is usuallJr 
carri ed. out a t an early stage of comput e r operations on t he 
fil e , and is often as s oci a t ed with the transcription from 
an external med ium such as punched cards, paper tape or 
documents for an optical r eader, to a computer ori ented 
medium such as magnetic t ape. This p rocedure has the furth er 
a dvantage that t he other comput er runs can be written with 
the assumption the.t the data wi ll contain no destructive 
errors such as z ero d.i visors or out of range subscripts, 
since the se can b e excluded during the edit. 
In some cas es the edit will form a computer run on 
its oi~1, in nthers it will merely b e a pa rt of a run to 
perform several steps. If the information arrives in b a tches 
over a period of time , but cannot be p rocessed until all has 
been edi t ed, then a batch will normally b e edi t ed as soon 
afte r its r eceival as poss ible oy a separa te edit routine . 
If, on the oth er hand, t he volume of data i s small ahd the 
edits are not too complicate d, it may b e desirabl e to edit 
and proces s the da ta (or a t l east the a cc eptab l e sec t i on) a t 
once. Anothe r f a ctor in t h j_s decision i s whe ther or not the 
combined editing and processing p rograms can b e conveni ently 
fitt ed into compute r memory dire ctly or by a suitable ov erlay 
proc ess . 
Though ther e are many schemes f or performing editss 
the two r epres ented by the attached flow cl1art s are typical 
of a large number of edi t runs. 
The first flow chart r epresents an applica tion where 
ther0 is only a sma ll volume of da ta , and the error rates 
will be low, f or example a scientific computa tion. Here 
the edit would be the first part of the processing program. 
I 
. BA 
The second flO'N chart repr esents a large r application 
where the edit is a separat e computer pr ogram. The output of 
this program will be a fil e of records now arranged in the 
form b e st suited for later p roce s sing . Since the record 
size is freq_uently l a r ge , even error recoras are includ;;d 
on the file and. a. second edit program is written to correct 
the file by altering records, removing records or inserting 
r ecords. Records altered or inserted in this program will 
gener ally be edited w j_ th t he same edits as the origin.al 
records. 
References (2) and ( 3 ) discuss the importanc e of 
editing and it s relation to othe r computer operations. 
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1.1.4 There are two kinds of output from a n edit. The 
fi rst i s tho file of logical r e cordfl in their edited form , 
and t he sec ond i s a file of t he message s 2bout th e records 
that we r e ce nerated by t he e dit. Although the form9 and even 
the numb er of output fi l e s of the above t ~rpe s V9.ry from 
applic a tion to appli c Li. tion the general terms "edited file li 
and 11 error listings" will be used for the two types . 
In tho se programs where t he edit ing and proc e ssing 
are combined, the t e rm edited file can be applied to the one 
logical record curPently being proce ssed 9 but where the editi ng 
is s ep a rated. from the p rocess i ng t hen all edite d records must 
b e s tored or- an external ~ile. Since this is created by,and 
usea. exclusively b;y the computer it is usually writte n on one 
of the magnetic mass storage media 9 t ape. discs or drums. 
This fil e will fr e(]_u ently b e v e ry different in format to the 
original d a t a fil e . 
The log ic al record will fr cq_u ently have a mor e rigid 
format. It is common 9 e s pecially when using paper t ape as an 
i nput medium , to e conomise on characters by d evic e s such as 
excluding l eading z e ros, non-si gr1ifi cant-blanks and omi tting 
sec tions of the r e cord ir possible . This is valuable in tha t 
it r educ e s signific m1tl:l t he number of che.ract ers to be 
punched 9 often the mos t expensive operation of the whole 
process ing , but it do e s mean tha t the la~,. out of the r ecords 
will va ry consider s.bl~r on t he file and a spe cial routine is 
ne e ded to inter pre t t he v a rying forms of structure s. As this 
routine may b e quite ex tensive it is desi r ab l e t o us e it onc e 
only and a :rt e r the first rea ding the file ~~ep t in a rigid 
format which ma~, include a large number of no n-signif i cant 
chara cte rs but wh ich is easy to interpr e t. 
The logical r e cord may al s o co n t ain i terns d1 ich v. ere 
not present on the input record. The se items may inc l ude. 
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' value s that were implicit in the input form of the r ecord 
and which ar e ne eded expl ici tl;~.r for processing. These values 
may n ot have been present in the source data or they may have 
been omitted during t ranscri ption. For exanple~ t he resul ts 
for weekly turnover for a retail s tore may include the figures 
for :'values of goods sold · including sales t ax" , ahd '~value of 
sales tax" . from wh ich "value of goG>-cl s s old ex clusive of sales 
tax" can be inpu. t ed for process ing. 
Other added items may be special it ems that are 
attached for sorting , classification or tabulation. The 
de riv a tion of these ex tra items may be v ery complica t ea. , and 
it is advisable to perform thi s on a onc e - and-for-all basis. 
The logical edit i s a suitable time for suc h computation. An 
examp l e might be to add a 11 size code" of 1 if the stores 
turnover is less than 10,000 annually, 2 it if is 10,000 but 
l ess than 50 9 000 or 3 if it exceeds 50,000. If figures uere 
lat er required for medium sized stores only it is eas i e r to 
consider those shops of siz e code 2 only, than to test t he 
turnove r of every r ecord, particularly as each record may be 
edite d once only , but p rocessed on several different runs. 
A unique identifier or serial number may be attached 
to each r ecord on the edited file. This will enable 
amendments ,to be specified to a particular rec ord without 
fear of ambiguity. 11).. check digit maJr be attached to this 
numbe r to reduce the chance s of a misquoted or badly 
transcribed number causing an adjustment to t he wrong r e cord. 
There may also be a fl ag attached to each r ecord specifying 
the condition on the record - whether good , queried or in 
error. This may be r efe rred to so that bad r ecords may be 
excluded from proc essing runs. 
In very l a r ge jobs the edited file is sometimes 
split into two. One fil e will contain on ly those records 
that have passed the edit, or p ossibly only those batches 
for whi ch all r eco rds have passed t he edit. Thi s fil e 
should con t a in a l a rge p rop ortion of the r e cord s and may be 
processed at once. The other fil e c ontains all bad or 
doubtful records . The main advant age i s t ha t to proc ess 
t he amendments it is n e ce ssary to r ead only the shorter 
file, not the whol e set of data. The running time of the 
amendments program should be correspondi ngly r educed. 
The er r or l i s tings in some cases may contain details 
of ev e ry r e cord, but more com:11on l y l i s t only t hos e r ecords 
tha t we r e found to b e in er r or, were que ri ed or had 
a djustments made to them. The i mp or tant f ea t ure s a r e that 
the items of t he r ecord are clearly laid out in a way that 
f acilita t es compar ison wj.th the source i:n:forma t i on , that 
clear but concise message s give details of the error s f ound, 
a nd that the serial number is inc luded r eady for the amend-
me nt process i ng. In some c ases it is p ossible to des ign the 
listing \SO tha t corre ct i ons may b e made on the l i s ting whi ch 
is then u sed a s a source document fo r the da t a p r epa r a tion of 
the amendment. 
A separate error l i sting may b e ne eded for thos e 
r ecords so b a d tha t they cannot b e i nte rpr e t ed as it ems of 
information. The se r e cord s are particularly common on pape r 
t ape . Sinc e the items, which a r e the most important f ea ture 
of the above listing canrrot be di s tinguished, a compl e tely 
new layout is r equ ired to show the r ecord as a string of 
cha r acter s . Again error me ssa ges will b e gi ven; the se will 
generally ref er to unintelligible separ a tors . S ince t he 
r e cord is so bad , it is r a r e ly worthwhile to include it on 
the edited fil e , so unless t he sequence of r ecords i s so 
important that a spac e must b e r eserved for the corrected 
v ersion of thi s r e cord, no s erial number will be a lloted 
to ito Since the l ayou t of these listings i s so dependent 
on t he source informa tion, little more will be said abou t 
th emo Reference (4) discusses t he use s of these listings 
in r elat ion to the ne eds of one organisation. 
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1 . 2 ERROR CHECKS. 
1. 2 . 1 An a priori knowl edge of the no. tur e of the i t erns of 
information and t he rela tionships between t hem is nee ded to 
define t he error checks . Nordbotten (5) clas s ifies this 
knowledge into t wo general classe s, t ~e ore tical knowl edge 
a nd empirical knowledge . 
The ore ticRl knowledge is t he knowl edge giv en by t he 
definitions of the items and r ela. tions . Thus : if an it em i s 
defined to b e numeric it cannot contain an alphabe tic 
c har a cter 9 and value for sal es t ax mul tipli ed by r a t e of 
sales t ax must equal sale s t ax collec t ed. I f an item , or 
a r e lation, f a ils a check based on t he ore tical kn owl edge , 
then there must be an er r or. In most appl ic a tions, the 
r eco1"d. c annot b e a cc epted without some ad jus t ment s o t ha t 
t he r e cord now satisfies t he che ck. Theoret ica l checks a r e 
eas i e r to de fine t han empiri cal che cks , and a r e fundamenta l 
to the editing p roc e ss. Howev er, t he value of the edit will 
b e much incr eas ed if empirical checks a r e added to the core 
of theore tical checks. 
Empirica l knowl edg e is knowl edge about the items of 
informa tion tha t is tru e as a ma tt er of f a ct and not of 
ne cessity . This will . lie ga th er ed from experi ence of previous 
r e cords of t his t ype or by estimation of t he va lues that may 
occur from models, sampl es or s i mila r edits. Thus, the yi e ld 
of oa ts should not exc eed 40 bushels per acre , or the 
t emp erature during an experiment should not exc eed 120 degr ees. 
In gene r al , it i s not p ossibl e to say t ha t an item 
or group of items which fail an empirical che ck a r e i n error; 
all tha t can be sa id i s t ha t t here i s only a low p robaoility 
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t hat t he i t erns are correct . H0vvever, it may be desirable, 
t hough not ri gorous 9 to say that an it em failing on 
empi rical che ck i s in erro r. 
N 
The limit on such & check may be chose'd to sa.tisfy 
one . of t wo cr iteria. · Firstly, the p ,rooabil i ty that a p; ood 
r e cord i s r e j ected as in error may be kept to some limit ors 
secondlys the p irobabili ty that a bad r ec ord may be accepted 
as correct can b e kept to some limit . As ther e are more 
good records t han errors, and as t he good records al'e "bet ter 
b ehave d11 , it is more co nvenient in prac tice to satisfy the 
first criterion, and this is usually done . 
:Cm:p irical checks may be applied on a two- level bas is, 
for example " if t he age at first marri age exceeds 70 then 
query the r ec ord ; if it exceeds 100 t hen t he record is in 
er r or11 • Other extensions of the empi rical checks are to 
r eset the limits during edi ting e ither to r efine the l i mit s , 
or to fo l low tr ends 9 or to use historical or other external 
i nformation particular to thB t r e cord. 
No furthe r di stinction i s made between t heo r e tical 
and emp i rical checks i n this section. 
1.2.2. The most common type of chec k is that in vr:1ich one 
item is checked aga inst value s or rules written into the 
edit program. In its simplest form this is the 11 validity 
check11 tha t i s appl i e d to most i tems of informa tion to 
ensur e tha t the d_ata chara cters a re of an acc ep t able form. 
Thus a numeric item should contain onl;w numeri c characte rs 
and a name must conta in only alphab etical characters , spaces , 
hyphens and apostrophes and the first and last characters 
mus t b e alphabetic. The validity check may be extended 
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to take special a ction on encountering certain cha r ac t e rs; 
for examp l e, as well as che cking that there a r e numeric 
char acter s only i n an item 9 special action may be taken on 
r ea d:img "? 11 s which is often used to denote a transcrip tion 
error while converting data fro m one medium to another by 
computer. 
Ot he r che clrn t ha t can be appli ed to one i tern of 
information a lone us e more knowledf e of v1ha t the information 
r epresents . For example 9 the code for sex must be M or F 9 
or t he amount of income tax p aid annually must exc eed one 
dol lar. Large look-up tables may be r equired to es t ablish 
v alidity in some ca s es ; for exe_mple 9 country of origi n codes 
on ove r seas trade s t a ti s tics nwnber ove r lOC\ The i t ern ma;y 
even b e split i nto sub-items and a r e l a t i on b e t ween t hese 
examined , for examp l e a numbe r wi t h a check digit. 
1. 2. 3 . A second cle ss of checks consi sts of thos e carri ed 
out by ap plying logical or a ritturetic ch ecks to t wo or more 
items with in one rec ord. These checks are ofter r ef e rred 
to as 11 c ross- checks" . They apply to t he informa tion 
r epresented b y the i t ems and usual ly assume t ha t t he da ta 
characters arc valid. For this r eason the se checks commonly 
fo ll ow a series of va lidity che cks and are often omitted 
when one or more of t he items involved has failed a p r evious 
validi t~,r check. 
Logica l rela ti ons of thi s type a r e widely applied 
to numeric, coded or a lphabe tic information. Very common 
a r e simple ex istenc e relations 9 if A then B; for example, 
if nwnbe r of hours of overtime is n onze ro t hen ex t ra pay 
must b e nonzero. More complica t ed logic a l r e l a tions would 
generally involve the meanings of vari ous items and codcR ; 
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for exampl e if rela tion to head of household on a p opulation 
c ensus form is D for daught er, th en sex must be F 9 female. 
For a rithme tic information, a large class of 
functional checks is available. In the mo s t general form 
such a checl<: r equ i r es tha t t he value of s ome function ff 
of the items being che cked must lie be t ween the values of 
t wo othe r functions a and b of items of the r e cord; that is 
whe re generall y a and b are simple func tions such as 
constants or values obtained from a look-up tab l e on one 
i t ern. The p ri ncipal function f may hov1eve r be quite 
complica t ed. 
S ome sp e cial cases of th i s check ar e v ery_ i mportant. 
One i G a check v.:her e f is the r a tio of tvrn i t erns and a and 
bare constants or simp l e functions of a third item. For 
examp l e, the r a tio of the amount of wheat p roduc ed to the 
numbe r of acre s planted must lie between two limits, each 
dependant on the state i n w~ich the f~rm i s si tua t ed. 
Anothe r important case is that where f i s an 
algeb r aic sum of sev er a l items and a and bar e ei the r both 
z ero or some small va lue, nega tive and positive r espectiv ely . 
For example , in a r eport on t he composition of a chemical 
mixtur e : ·- a ::. ( sum of weights of comp onent i t erns - total 
weight ·,·~ a where the va lue a has ·be en chosed to allow for 
any r easonable weighing inaccuraci e s, but is still small 
enough to de t ec t most transcription e r r ors. 
1.2.4. Further checks are possible when more than one record 
is edited at a time o These checks are similar in structure to 
thos e described above but involve items from mor e than one 
r e cord. Again, these checks usually assume th e validity of 
the dat a charac t ers hac ~cen checked pr ev iously, and may be 
omitt e d when items fail a validity check" There are three 
ways in which che: cks of this kind can be con true t ed. 
Firstly
9 
the file of records may hav e a heirachal 
structure. The r ecords in such files refer to information on 
two or more levels. For example 9 r eco rds at the first level 
might b e s. summary of a group of r e cords at the second level. 
This may occur 
9 
for instance , in the r ecords of a blood oank 
where the first l evel record would contain details of the 
blood required by one h ospital served by the bank. This 
would be f©llowed by a set of second level r ecords listing the 
blood r equired for each surgeon in the hospital. An obvious 
check is to confirm tha t the total quantity of blood of each 
type required by the surgeons is equal to the quantity of that 
typ e required by the hospital. There may even b e third level 
r e cords listing the blood r equired for each pati ent, a set of 
these records being f. roupe d behind t he record for the 
approp riate surge on. 
A second corrnnon typ e of heirachal fil e is tha t where 
the high order records contain the inf'ormation always present 
about one entity, and are followed by va riable numbers of 
lower order records containing vari able information. For 
example, a p ersorun:el fil e ma y contain a high level r ecord 
for each employe e conta i n ing personnel numbe r 9 date of birth, 
present position and so on. Each would b e followed by a 
group of lowe r l ev el r ecords giving information about e ach 
position held previously. The se might be edi t ed to query 
any r ecord. for which salary for a l)r evj_ous position exceed s 
p r esent salary . 
A practica l probl em with this kind of editing that is 
sometime s v ery sev er e i s tha t it is not always possible to 
r etain the high 1evel r ec ord while all l ow level records 
r elating t o it are edi ted without destroying the file 
structure. If it i s important not to write the h igh l evel 
r e cord until all r e cords of the group have been edited 
special d evices such as s cra tch fil es may b e needed. 
Secondl~, a r e cord may r ive informa tion about an 
i dentifiable unit, and another r ecord tmr this unit ex ist s 
on some other, already edited, fil e . Once the identifying 
infor mation has been edit ed the t v/0 fil e s can be matched and 
edits applied b e t ween the r ecords . Common exampl es of thi s 
type occur when a similar file exists for an earli e r period 
of time ; here items can be compar ed for "start and finish
11 
matches , for example stock held at the end of the earlie r 
period should equa l s tock held at the beginning of the later 
period. 
Thirdly, the file may be homogene ous, but checks 
can ~e made between each r ecord and its neighbours . The 
nature of the informa tion may sugges t checks, for example 
if the file conta ins records repres enting the same items 
ove r a pe riod of time ma:ny checks can b e devised to all ow 
only reas onable variati ons. Even in general cases, sta tistical 
checlcs can be appl i ed to short strings of r ecords, of ten 3 , 
to report unli lrnly va ri a tions in the i terns ( s ee Nordb ot ten 
( 5)) . 
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1. 3. :. AUT011ATIC ADJUST lv1ENT. 
1.3.1 , The correction of errone ous it ems , or the insertion of 
missing items by compute r is a difficult, but worthwhile 
operati on. It is l Gss common than editing by computer, and 
even in thos e appl i c&tions whe r e it is used, it is of t e n done 
on a tria l basis and limited to a f ew items. Howeve r, its 
us e does le ad to a very l arge saving in time and l abour, and 
h enc e cost, and it may l ead to a cons ide rabl e improvGment in 
a ccura cy. 
The alternati ve , corr ection by cl erks ~ is some time s 
re gar d ed as ex a ct , but i n f a ct it i s often a ve ry unre liable 
proc e s s . Even in c a s es wher e it is p oss ible for the adju s t e r 
to find the correct value , by r ef e renc e to sou r ce documents 
or beyond, t he re can b e no gua r antee that t his ha s been don e , 
or if it h a s, tha t the amendment has b een proc es sed without 
transcription er r or. ·VhGr e it is not uossible 'bo r ecreate 
the correct value , such as in stati s tic al applica tions whe r e 
an error exi s ts in the sourc e da ta , then it i s comr:'l on p r actic e 
for the adjuste r to crea t e s ome new value by mea ns of rul es 
provided by the systems ana lyst or by u s ing his exp eri enc e . 
The former kind of adju s t ment will clearly b e done b e tt er by 
a comput er which will fol l ow faithful ly t he instructions of 
the analyst, and whi ch should make p oss ib le a n elimina tion 
of bi as. It is the exp erienc e of the writ er that a s many as 
10°/o 0f corrections made cleric a l l y are incorre ct afte r 
trans cription, in t he s ens e that the r ecord when adjusted 
still fails t he edit i ng chec k s . 
There s.r e t wo seve r e problems i n automatic adjustment 
by computer , decidi ng which item is incorrect , and c hoosing 
the correct value . The s e p robl ems a r e exa gge rate d by the 
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fa.ct that the che cks and corr ec ti ons have to be written before 
editing commences 9 and so the analysis has to be very 
thorough indeed to be effec tive in all cases. Once put into 
op eration it is difficult to change any of the in structi ons , 
and if there j_s an error, in extr eme cases, sever al hundred 
thousand_ r ecords may be edit ed b efor e it can be corrected. 
The procedur e then is difficult 1 but the r esults so 
worthwhile that automatic adjustments should be included 
wher eve r possible. Most of t he met hods discussed below are 
particularly applicable to numeric data. Correcting alphabet-
ic data such a s names and ada. r es ses in much more d_j_fficul t. 
1. 3 .? . The difficulty of deciding which item. is in error 
occurs only when functional or logic al checks between t wo or 
more i terns fail. This kind of check unfortuna t e ly j_s a very 
common d e tector of sourc e error. The p referable way of 
r es olving the p rob lem is to app ly further checks to each of 
the items until the e rrone ous item oan b e de termined , but 
this is not always possible . 
In the case o:f editing a pay slip, for exampl es if 
the r e lation 
ne t pay+ ne t tax+ deductions+ sup e rannua tion - gro ss 
pay= O 
i s not satisfied, t hen we could. introduc e other checks such 
as "does gro s s pay = anEIUal sal ary / 2 6? 11 or n does the va lue 
for deductions equal the sum of the vari ous deduction items?" 
If one of thes e checks fails and if t he other value for the 
item satisfies t he original equation t hen we can b e confident 
not only tha t vie have found the item in error 9 but that we 
kn:ow it s correct v lue . 
In other cases a check as to the r easonableness of 
each it em may be of value. Thus 9 if in a chemica l mix ture 9 
the sum of the component weights d oes not equal the total 
weight, then a check on each weight might r eveal that one 
·was of unlikely ma gnitude 9 and the error could be attri1mted 
to t ha t item with s ome de gr ee of confidence . 
A me thod tha t is very effective when the record is 
of a suitable type i s to evalua t e all possible checks before 
maldng any adjus t mcn t, the:im making all necessary acJ.jus tmen ts 
from the information then available ab out eve ry r ela tion of 
interes t. Aft er such an adjustment the r ec ord is frequentl:? 
re-edi t ed and possibly further adjustments are made until 
either the r ecord is corr ect 9 or ad justment is halted aft er a 
spec ifiecl number of ite r a tions. 
Frequently h oweve r , the r e is not enough information 
in the r ecord to allow items to be che cked in several ways 
so tha t the err®ne ous one of a set can be determined. 
Usual l y the data preparation r e sources availabl e do not allow 
sufficient r edundant i terns to l)e included for this purpose. 
A co1mri.on me t hod in such cases is to evalua t e a p riori the 
r eliability cof the various i t ems 9 and where an adjustment has 
tone made
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to make it to the item considered least reliable. 
For example it is fr equently found tha t values or prices will 
be more r eliable than quantities 9 especially in r espect of 
source errors
9 
since it is al~ays i n the int erests of one 
party or another to ensure the accuracy of such an item. 
A further me thod s ome times may b e j u stified on grounds 
of expediency. In this me thod t he it em which is least 
important, or else least significant 9 will be adjusted. No 
attempt is now made a t absolut e accuracy s and this me thod 
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is only adopt ed where absolute ac curacy is e ither impossible 
or too expensive . 
The t echniQ_Ue used wherev e r possible by the author 
is a combination of tb e first and third me t hods above . This 
is to take a small groun of items classed as most r e liable 
and to odit t hese with all possibl e rigour. The va lidity of 
these items having 1rn en established ( a s it usually is) 9 the 
s cope of the edit is gradually extended by considering new 
i t erns and editi ng these i ndividually and. aga inst the group 
of items a lready edited . If necessary the se new items ar e 
adjusted to agree with t he previously edited items . In 
this way the whole r ecord can often be edited so tho.tat 
any failure it i s obv iou s which item is in error, and how it 
should be corre c t ed. If an error is detected in the s tarting 
group, then as these it ems are gene r ally the most significant 
in the r e cord
9 
the record is in ,,n unaccep table condition 
and mus t be corrected a ft er careful reference to the sourc e 
documents or b eyond. In this case t he edit of t he r es t of 
the r e cord ,:,ill "be confined to s ignalling error, and no 
correc tions will l) C made . 
One of t he fi rs t edits using this t echn i que was 
t ested agains t clerical corre ction. A batch of da t a was 
edit ed using t he program , and the ori ginal form of t hose 
r ecords tha t wer e automatica lly adjusted were shown to a 
cle rk
9 
exp er ienc ed in editing such data . He was as ked to 
corre ct these r e cords , and when he had done so, his 
correc t i ons and t he compu t e r cor r ec tions were compa r ed 
ca r efully with the source documents . It was fou:nd that 
the computer adjustment s were of a signif ic antly higher 
quality. 
1. 3.3 The va l ue to which an it em shoul d be ad jus t ed i s i n 
s ome ce. s e s obvious . 1_'f h er e some a r i t hme tj_c e c_:,_uali t y or near-
equality has to b e sati s f i ed, or wh er e f urthe r r e l a t j_ ons 
sugge s t some va l u e which s a ti sfi e s the check, then the 
adjus t ment can be ma de i n s ome con:fidence . 
It oft e n h appens h owev er t han no such me thod i s 
a va ila1)l c . One p os s i b l e approa ch is to use a knowl edge of 
t he lil~e ly forms of er r or t o t he i t ern duri ng ex tra ction of 
trans cription to find an a cc ep t able v alue . For exampl e , if 
a numeric va lue r ea d from a punched card i s found to cont a i n 
an a l phab e tic cha r acter, thcon a knowl edge of t he pt1-nching 
machine ' s c hc r a cteri s ti cs cou ld sugges t a va lu e s uch as 
t han nume r a l wr: ose punchi ng forms p art of t he c ode :fhr the 
di git found. Thus $ if t he ca rds we r e punched on an I . B. M. 
026, an A would b e ad j ust ed to 1 , B to 2 , C to 3 and so on. 
Simila rly, i f a s e t of cha r acters f rom pape r tape i s found 
to b e in e rror, t hen t he char a cter s v,hi c h h ave t he same 
p unching 1rn t with different ca se shif t would b e tried. On 
a l e s s complica t ed l e ve l 9 if an it em i s f ound to be too 
l a r ge , t hen it mi rrh t b e worthwhile t o t runc ate t he l eadi ng 
digit and a c cept t he r educ ed value . 
If none of t he above me t hods is sui t abl e t h en the 
me thod of 11 safe s t choi ce 11 can be us ed. In this me t hod s t he 
it em i s a djus t ed to a value s o t ha t e i ther t he maximum 
p os sible e r r or of t he ad jus t ment is l eas t, for example 
r ep l acing an a lphabe t i c character in a numeric item by 5, 
or else it is adjus t ed s o t ha t t he eff e ct on the outpu t i s 
l eas t, for ex ample i f sex is not sta t ed then se t thi s to 
male . 
1rhree ver y i nte r es ting r efinemen t s of the "saf est 
choice" me t hod are di s cuss ed b y Nordbot ten ( 5). They a r e 
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par ticularly ap pl i cable to statistical da t a, and the reference 
includes some discussion of the effe ct of t hese me t hods on t he 
finll statistics . 
Each me t hod depends up on t he construction of a cross-
classifj_ca t ion on a group of i t erns so t ha t the cUfferences 
b e t we en records belonging to diffe r ent clas se s is great , while 
the I1 e is lj ttle vari a tion betwee n r ecords in the same class . 
When an item is found to be in error , or missing , the r ecord 
is classified by the other items and the value f or the bad 
i tern i s chosen from this class if i ca ti on in one of three wa3,s. 
In the ncold deck me t hod", prior to editing a set 
of values is stored in the compute r s at least one for each 
c l assification. The bad item is adjus t ed to the value 5 or 
one o:f t he valu~ s tored for this item in the classif:i cation 
which agr ees with t he r e cord in all t he other items of the 
group . If there are several values 5 then one is selected by 
a systema tic or r andom sel ection proce s R. 
The 0 hot d.ecl<: method" is similar except that when 
a r ecord is fo und to b e v alid it is used to upda t e the d.eck 
by r eplacing the old values of its classifications by its 
own va lues . The corre ction procedure rill therefore adjust 
an item to the value of tha t item in a recent valid r ec ord 
of the same classifica tion . 
Suppose , for example, that the set oi values contaills 
one e lement only and that the items in the g roup were sex and 
hours worked last wee k, and the preset values for hours worked 
were 41 f or males 9 25 for females . If the cold check method 
i s u sed , whenev er t he figure for hours worked is unacc eptable 
t hen it will be set to 41 if the sex is male and 25 if t he 
s ex is f emale . In the hot che ck me thod these values are 
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continuall;y upda t edo If' a r ecord is read a nd ace epted whe r e 
a female works 37 hours , t hen the stored value i s changed to 
37 and if the nex t reco rd has sex f emal e but no value for 
hours worked , this item will b e s e t to 37 . 
I t can be seen readily that the hot d eck me t hod 
has l ess t end ency to concentrate r e cords around a few sets 
of v alues, and i s also b e tte r able to fol l ow any trends tha t 
may b e present in the da ta. 
The third me thod, the 11 Monte Car l o me thod" is more 
complica t ed, but except where there are trends in t he data 
wh ich favour t he hot d e ck me t hod, it ma;y be more a ce ep t able 
st.J.t i s ti cally. In t his me thod t rn :9asse s a r e made ov er the 
d&t a . On t he first pass , no correct ions ar e made, but t he 
dis tributi on of va lue s in each of t he classifica t ions is 
built up by as sum:ing t hat the accer>ted va lues a r e t rue values . 
Using these se ts of values and a. th eore tic a l model of the ir 
distribution - usua l l y the Normal distribution, t he p r ame t e 
of the distribution nr e computed. On t he s e cond pass , 
wheneve r a correc t ion has to be made a r andom nwnbe r fe ner a tor 
is u sed to s ampl3 f r om. 
2,8. 
1.4 SOBE EXTZ):rSI OFS AND PRO BLEMS c 
1.4.1 Most of t he p r e ce ding ideas are e specially r e levant 
to numeric da ta ; wh er e a r ange of a r i thme tic che cks i s 
ava il able fo r t he edit 9 or to coded cla ssific a tionss wher e 
suffi ci ent logi cal r elations exist to produce useful chec ks. 
The problor:1. of writing a s a ti s factory edit for large a lphabe tic 
items such as name s and addresses or de scr i p tive items is 
much more diff icu l t. 
Thi s is be cause of the ve r y wide r ange of acceptable 
names, and t he sm:?.11 nui .. "be r of rul es i n their :t'ormation. The 
rul e s are full of aml.:i igui ti es, for example JO::-IN i s a ccep table 
both as a g iven name '.3.nd as a surname , and in s ome case s , they 
are deliber a t ely broke n ~ s uch asKOSY KA.F E . 'I'he author 7 when 
s tudying a comput er produced li s t of n ame s and addresse s of 
comp anies with s t a tisticians experi 011ced in the fi e l e. , fou11d 
tha t abo~t 5 °/o of all names could not be class ed as righ t 
or wrong exc ept by r ef er enc e to s ourc e docU1:1e nts. Ther e s eem 
to b e no rul es availab le for such name s as \'JEST"'":;RN GOLF FIELDS 
EXPLORATION CO. or Trill y:1_r.fI CK CLEAIC"RS PTY. LTD. 
However, in vi ew of the l a r ge amounts of thi s sort 
of data that ar e proce ssed, and the huge amount of work 
involved in checking the se list s clerical l y ; it seems desirable 
to edit a s far as possib l e . For exrunpl e ; it i s possible to 
restrict the characte rs used in names to alpha··- e tic, hyphens 
and apo s trophe s, to de t ect such errors as SM2TH, Other ch ecks 
can b e det e rmined by the na ture of the d8.t a b e ing processe d. 
Thu s , in a motor vehicle r egistra tion applicationj the numb er 
of manuf'a ctur e r s is smal l and any name given a s such can b e 
t e sted agains t each. A correction process can even be 
devised where t he illegal cha rac t e r is ma eked and another 
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sea rch mo.de dovrn t he li st t o find the correction, t hus FL~RD 
cou ld b e corrGcted to PORD9 but FROD would still give t rouble . 
Aga in, if names a r c ce i ng held $ then it may also be convenient 
to hold t he initials for a ddressing say, and an ecli t can be 
written to checlc given n ames against init ials. 
1. L~. 2 A similar l a ck of pos sibl e che cks exists for a code 
numb er, or r ef er ence, which distinguishes a r e cord f rom others 
on the f ile . Thi s is a ve r y important item and it may b e 
used fr eq_u e ntly for updating a nd r e tri ev a l purposes, but 
general ly it has nm logic a l rela ti on to any other information 
in the r e cord . S i milar considerations apply to items such a s 
ace 01JluilJ't numb ers 1hich maJ not form part of t he processing 
sys t ern , but whi ch a r e vi t all~,r important. 
To overcome this problem the t echniques of ch -3 ck 
digits ha v e been devised (see Be ckley (5)). Herc an ex tra 
cha r ac t er or cha racter s are a dded to t he number. The se 
char ac t e rs carry no ext r a i nforma tion and do not i ncreas8 
the of t he number, but they a r e calculated 
from a 
s cope 
t he o ther digit s of t r,.e number. The me thod r e l at ion b e tween 
of deriva tion is c a refully chose n s o that t he co:rnmon 
type s of 
e rro r tha t ca n occur whil e transc rj_bing t he numb er, that is 
misreading one cha r acter or transpos i ng t wo adjacent chara c~ 
t ers, will cause the r elation to be broken. Thus each 
time tha t t he ccrde is r ead by t he compute r, the calcul<-. tion 
is r ep eat ed and if the computed check digit agr ees with tha t 
g iven then ther e i s a ve ry s trong probability (often as high 
as • 999 ) that the numb e r has been correctly tra nscrib ed. 
The most commonly used check digits are b ased on 
t he "modulo 11° t echn.ique, where a product is formed of 
the digit s and powers of 2 , and t he product divided by 11. 
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The remainder is used as the check digit . Where the remainder 
is 10 either the digit X mny b e allocated, or else the code 
numb er i-na.y not be alloca tcd. Some times 11 alphabetic cha r ac -
ters are used. 
For ex ample if the number if 1234 ~ we form the sum 
1 X 23+ 2 X 22 + 3 X 2 +. 4 = 26 
and dividing by 11 we have remainder 4 so the number with 
check digit is 1231+4. 
1. 4.3 It has been mentioned before that it i s often 
valuable to use t he de ta currently b eing edit ed to adjus t 
and improve t he edi t checlrn themselves. This t e chnique 
is fr equ ently applied to th e upper and l ower limits of a 
functional che ck where the function is a r tio~ 
This adjustment can serve t wo purposes . Firstly 
it can be used where there is little or no knowl edge on 
which the limits can be set initially. At the start of 
edlting the limits can b e set very wide, and use made of 
thiG technique to imp rove the limits as the edi ting progresses . 
Secondly 9 where the data are not homogeneous, for example 
t omp e:ra tu r es r ecorded which will vary seasonally , this 
adjustment can b e used to follow the trend of the data and 
keep the edit effec tive . 
The r ese tting of the limits is usually carried out 
at set intervals in the editings not necessarily after each 
r ecord. Thus 9 the limits may b e r ese t after each batch of 
processing, or dUJ:ing the b a tch &f'ter ~Y -ever ·- 1000 records. 
Normally the amount of data the. t is processed between 
recnloulnt i on of the limits is too small f or statistical 
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v alues deriv ed from it to rep r esent the v a lues of t he whole 
of the data . For this r ea son some h i storical aggre ga tes are 
usually used too. That i s some to tals will be kept of t he 
r e cords to da t e and t hese will be mer ged with t he r ecent 
value s b e fore t he calcula tions and r ese tti~g are p erformed . 
The weights given to t he r ecent r e cords will b e dependent 
on t he na tur e of the data; if the purpose of the adjus t ment 
is to follow the tre nd of the data t hen more weight will be 
g ive n t o the r e cent value than if the data were h omogene ous 
and the adjus t ment use d to improve t he limits . 
A simila r approach, w: t ~ l ess statis tic a l justifica -
tion is to count 9 during t he edi ti ng run 9 t he number of 
r e cords submi tted to thi s c heck 9 t he nu.~ber t ha t we r e too 
h igh and the number that were too low. At the end 9 comput e 
the ratio of those r e j e cte d as to o hi gh to t he numb er 
submitted, and if the ratio is higher than a predetermined 
v alue , raise t he uppe r limi t by a p r eset amount. If the 
r a tio i s lo ve r than e. second predetermine d value , then 
lowe r the upper limit. Treat the lower limit s imilarly. 
1.4. 4 It is desirabl e to p roduce some sta t is tics on the 
editing of each b a tch of data . In its simplest form this 
c a n be merely a count of the number of r ecords in e r ror ~ 
t he number que ri ed and t he number accepted. These fi gures 
giv e an i ns tant , but rough, picture of t he qual ity of t he 
da t a , and may b e of use i n d e c i ding t llat a batch of data 
is so b ad that it cannot b e n ccep t eda Such a decision may 
enabl e the p~inting of the e r r·or listings to be c a ncelled , 
as the s o may be h eld on magne tic t ape a nd p rinted on ly whe n 
tho s t a ti stics as above have b een e xamine d. As printing i s 
a r e l a tive ly exp ensive ope r a tion, this may represent a 
l a rge sav ing. 
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More useful is a count of t he number of f a ilures at 
ea ch editing che ck . These giv e a very clear picture of the 
t ype of e r r or occurring so that attention can be given to 
any er r or occurring frequently. This may be prevented b y 
cl eare r instructions to those preparinr: t he data, or by 
mod ificRtion of the edit program if this i s a t fault. These 
figures can b e made available v e ry rap idly and gi ve a b e tt er 
p icture of trends in t he r esults than the long proc ess of 
c l e ric a l inspec tion of t he compl e t e e r r or listings . 
Particularly in those cases where adjus t ments are 
made on a statistical , or even a rbitrary , basis . i t may 
be us eful t o exte~d the statistics given with each run by 
aggre gs. ting the changes made to each it em throughou t the 
batch. These provide a control not up on the dat n quality 
but en t heErli ting proc ess~ and may provide an es timate of 
any bias thct is i ntroduced into th e fil e by these adjus t-
men ts. 
A furth er output of the edit i ng run may be a list, 
or a summary of a key item of each r ecord 9 s e t out so that 
the l is t can be scanned rapidly to detect omissions or 
dup lica ti ons i n the data . Some times both are produc ed , 
and the suntmar y used t o detect the exis t enc e of a discrepancy 
and the appropriate section of the li s t used to fi nd t he 
ac tua l error s . Such a listing i s often called a 11 balancing 
lis t ing" . 
1. 5 'rHE LOGICAL EDIT. 
1.5.1 The editing p rocess, as it is usually p rogrammed, 
can b e divided into four ope rations , which can be described 
in general terms as: 
(1) . The data characters are read from some input 
device and interpreted according to some 
predetermined structural rules . 
(2). The r ecord, as produced by (1) is subj ected to 
editing checks and adjustments . 
( 3) . Me ssage s are produced to signal any error s, 
queries or adjustme nts. 
(4). The edited record is stored in some form 
suitable for later pr oc essing. 
The file update and correction phase folJows a very 
s imilar patt ern, step (1) now b e ing extended to include the 
matching of the amendment information to the appropriate 
information on the fj_l c to be updated. The remarlcs made 
below will app ly i n genera l to both processes . 
The purpose of this section is to define a subset 
of t his whole process, called the logical edit , and to 
justify its considera tion as a separate entity. 
Operations (1) and (4) do not require any knowledge 
of t he logical cont ent of the r ecord. All that is required 
is a !cnowl edge of the physical structure of the r e cord, and 
of the characte ristics of the particular input/output devic e 
being used. The connection of these sec tions with the rest 
of t he program is simple , usually being only a block of 
data r ep resenting one logical record. However, this linkage 
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is complicated if an error is det ec t ed in the input opera tion. 
It may happen tha t the inpu t record is impossible to 
int erpr e t. This some times occurs in a fr ee format medium 
such as paper tape . Under these circumstances , the r ecord 
must b e excluded from thee:::l.it s but some message must be given 
to enabl e the r ecord or r ecords to be identified and 
r e submitted for later proc essing . This message will usually 
consist only of t he char acter string and some diagnostic, a s 
not enough informa tion will b e availaDle to write the record 
in accordance with t he pr i nciples d iscussed earlier . These 
messages will thus b e quit e different from t hese written by 
operation ( 3) and ma:,· be re garded as dis tine t from them. 
They may either be written om a s eparate fil e or else on the 
same file r elying on t he sophistication of the software to 
accep t messages from t wo i ndependent .sources for the same file. 
On the other hand, the input record may be i nt.er-
pretable, but may contain errors in some items that a r e 
de tected at the i nput s tage; for example a parity error 
may b e signa1Ied. In such ca ses ~ it is often desirable to 
note this f a ct durin g t he editi ng of opera tion (2 ), possibly 
modifying the checks becG.use of it and pos sibly connnenting 
on the e rror in the norma l listings of operation (3) . For 
these purposes a fl ag or s e t of fl ags may be needed to 
cornrrru.nica t e b e tween (1) and (2). 
It doe s seem, therefore, that t he first and last 
ope r a tions can b e separa t ed from operation ( 2 ). Some 
communic a tion be t ween them is n ec essary, bu t t his is not 
very i nvolved. Further such a separation seems logically 
justified b e cause , in gener al terms , opeiations (1) and (4) 
c a n be specified without knowledge of the logical content 
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of the r e cord but need a knowl edge of the particular machine 
environmento On t he o the r hand~ oper 2 tion (2) can be 
specifie d without re ga.rd to the machi :r1e environment ~ but is 
dependent on the lo gical cont eJ::,t of t he r e cord. Furthermore 9 
there is some justification for regcrdi ng the problem of 
effi cient spe'Cification and. implementa tion of ( 1) and (L~) as 
"solved". Even 2.part fro m the inpu t/output fa.cili ties of 
most high level anguage s whi ch are usucJ.lly adequate for this 
task unles s the re i s a very l ar ge volume of data , mos t machines 
have available an input/output program to deal very rapidly 
with log ic a l r e cords in the ve ry manne r needed by t he oper a-
tions. In the few cases, such as paper tape ; whe re the 
conventions of ea.ch installation d iff'e r to suc h an extent 
tha t little can b e done on an i nter-installation bas i s, it is 
quit e ea sy to prov ide a package to re ad logic al r ecords 
accoro.ing to the i ns t alla tion' s own standards . 
r hese opera tions wi ll not be cons ide r ed furthe r 
i n this pape r. 
Opera tion (3 ) alJove is also to soP.1e extent mach i ne 
dependent , as aga in an output, device i s used r equir i ng 
programs par t icular to the machine. However it cann ot be 
isolated from ope r at ion (2) as cl early a s can the others. 
Thj_s is b e cause some lcnowledge of t he logical cont ent of 
the record is needed to pr ovide e fficient diagnostics. For 
ex .mpl e 11 ille o;a l cha r ac t e r 1' i s not as useful a.s ; ill ege. l 
character in a cc ount number 11 • 
A reasonable compr omise is to r equire operation (2 ) 
to set up the diagnostic message s in an eAylici t form, and 
hand the se over to a generally coded output routine to writ e 
them in the n ec es sary f'orm. Any editinf· sta tistics needed 
ca n be treated in the same wa3, . 
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In a ccordance with the above, t he author has 
written a genera.l i sed edit routine f or the Control Data 3600. 
This r outine mus t be used in conjuctj_on wj_th a p ro gram 
per fo r mi ng o:9era tion (2) f or t he part icular applica tion . 
Con trol cards are re :?.d wb ich specify the structure 
r equired for the i nput fil es t he edited file and error 
lis tings . The routine then reads one logical r ecord f or the 
input file and i nte rprets thi s acc ordi ng to the specif i ed 
struc t ure. Any e rrors that are no t ed a t t his s t age are 
si 3nalled b y a set of flag s . 
The 1)rovided rou tin3 is given thi s record and 
must edit i t , s toring the e d i ted record. and any diagnos ti c 
massages to be writ ten in a r rays a c cess ible to the 
generalised rou tine. The edited r ecord is t hen written 
and t he error listings written if nec essar;;r . The next 
input r e cord i s t he n read and s o on. 
Th i s rou t ine has been us ed l::>y s eve ral :,::ieople 
for different app lic a tions and. t :t.e divi sion into 
p rovided. ai1d gene ralised routi ne s se ems q_uite satisf2ctory. 
1. 5. 3 The r e s t of this paper will t herefore consider 
tha t sul)se t of t he cdi t ing -process wl·1ich r equires a 
knowledge of the l ogical cont ent of t he record s . A 
generalised tec hni que v1ill be introduced t o en able this 
section t o be -vvr j_tten with a minimum of time and e f f ort, 
ye t wi t h the capc.b i li t ;· t o writ e efficient pr ograms and 
t o simpli f Jr deb ugging as much as possible . 
Thi s subset wi l l :J e r efe r red. to as the n1ogical 
edi t ;r • and is definec! a s follows : 
11 a logical ecl.i t is a procec1.ure w ich accepts a r ecord 
a s a 1 j_ s t o f j _ t ems s helc interna l lJT a11d coded and sorted as 
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ne cessary, and eva luat0e it s condition Dy applying checks on 
or between the items and ex t e rnal valua s which may De part 
of the ed. i t pr ogram or may De ot he r r ecords of some kind. 
The edit may adjust it ems if appropriate 9 and add new items , 
and it will generate the ap ,;, ropriat e messages to r eport on 
the conditions found' 1 • 
2. LOGICAL EDIT SPECIFICATION 
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2.1 LOGICAL EDIT DES IGN. 
2 .. 1.1 The creation of t he logical edit sta rt s with the 
analysis of the items of information and the relationships 
between them, and ends with a program tested to the r eouired 
d egre e of confidence in j _ t s corre ctness and completenes s 1 
and ready for production. This p rocess may involve several 
peopJ.e in a typical applica t:!_ on : and is commonly separable 
i n t o thre e phases . 
(1 ) The analysi s of the record and t he possible 
edits. The o~je ct of this phase is to devise 
and sp ecify a set of edit checks which will 
detect at least a predetermined p ercentage of 
all errors. There will often be a class of 
errors which must b e detected with 100'}'0 
certainty. Arry adjustme nts or i mpu tation of 
values must also be specified. 
I t is uncommon to consider p ro gramming 
problems in thi s p hase 9 indeed; it i s ofte n 
pe rformed by s ome one who has little or no 
knowledge of programming. The usua l ou tcome 
is a li s t of checks and adjustments writ ten 
in some manner such as flow charts or 
conditional English sent ences . This list may 
or may not give a n i ndica tion of t he sequence 
in which the checks are to be applied. 
(2) The pro gr ammi ng . The obj e ct of thi s pha se is 
to convert the specifica tions from phase (1) 
into a computer progr am in a manner which is 
efficie n t i n s ome sense. The usual mea sures 
of ef f ici ency ar e minimum execution time or 
mini mum core stor age requirements but 
particular projects may require other 
properties. Associated prob l ems such as 
file design and ru_n s tructure may also be 
relevant to this phase. 
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During the prograrrrning omissions or 
contradictions 1~~ay be notir,ed i n the 
specifications and will have to o e resolved< 
Conversely however~ the interpre tation of 
the specifica tions may not be the iru~nded 
o~e , and the program may not represent the 
desi red se t of checks. 
The programme will normally be coded in some 
high level language such as COBOL, FORTRAN or 
PL/1 9 with consequent saving of labour ~ and 
improvemen t i n clarity, The conversion of 
this coQe by the compil er into equivalent 
machine code can normal l y be regarded as error 
free. 
( ( 3) Tes ting. The program must now be te s t ed 
until it can be asserted that the edit meets 
t he r equired standard of error detection. 
This involves the testing of both phases tha t 
have gone before 9 the desi gn and the programming. 
Testing of the p rogramming is assisted by 
t h e diagnostics that fnr~ a part of most high-
level languages, and by special debugging aids 
such as snap dumps and trac es . On the other 
hand, there is no analogue of these devices 
for the analysi s . The t es ting of this i s often 
complicated by the fact that t he analys t 
cannot be sure that his sp ecifica tions have been 
implemented correctly , and he will sometimes 
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be unfamiliar with , and confu sed by, t he 
nature of the ,utput that he ge t s from the 
comput e r runs . The t e s ting of the analys is 
can therefore be a t edious proc ess and it is 
ofte n ne gl ected for t his r ea son" some times 
wj_ th unfortuna t e r esults. 
2.1.2. The precedi ng section sugge sts that it 1s both 
inefficient and troub l es ome to ~eep the nualysis and 
programming phases separate . A t echnique that a llows the 
e.nal yst t o c ommunicate airectly with t he comput er should lead 
to c onsider able improvement i n the e fficiency of the logical 
edit creation. Even for tho se appli ca tions that are too large , 
or othe rwise unsuitable for such direct communic 2,tion , a 
b e t te r job c an b e do ne if t he analyst can fully understand 
the inpu t to and output from the compute r. 
It seems nnre s. sonable that s t1.ch a t e chn i que can be 
d.ev el opecl by extendi ng the a n a lysi s only. That is 9 by 
dev eloping an analytic t e chnique capable of considering 
the most comp l ex r ecor d structures which produces 
specific a tions in some exi s ti ng programrru ng l anguage . A 
more f eas ible approach is to ex t end t he ro le of the computer 
a J.so, by crea ti ng a new language thi s is sufficiently 
powerful to "be us ed as an analytic tooJ. and that can also 
b e used as input to a specially written comp il er. 
Specifications writt en in such a l anguage would 
need to b e more preci se t han many now us ed to describ e 
the r e sults of an analys is. This neec not b e too r e strictive 
h owev e r i f t he l anguage i s car eful ly designed to be su itable 
for it s main purpose - that of describing logical edits. 
The disadvant ages of this ri gour will i n an~' c a s e b e offse t 
if the use of the language a llows t he production of 
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d i agnos tic s and debugging a i ds relevant t o the analys i s ·as 
well as to the codi ngo 
The t e c hniqu e of using dec i sion ta1)le s f or the 
analys i s goe s some v,ay towards solving t his problem. Hor1evers 
editing is only one of the uses of decision tabl es 9 and t he r e 
are ma ny difficulties that could be r emoved in a more 
speci alised t e chnique. 
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2. 2 THE EXTENT OF THE UJ1TGUAG:C. 
--------
2.2.1 As a preliminary to the design of a language and 
a comp ile r in a ce ordance with t he prece,di!l[s ideas, the 
scope of the compil er must be de t ermi ned . Tha t is the 
process of designing an edit must be divided i n to t wo 
phases , t he fi rs t to b e carried out manual l y and the 
second au toma tically. 
It seems possible that a compiler could be written 
to perform the whole of t he logical edit cl.es i gn , leaving 
only the problem definition to l)e done manually . In such 
a s cheme the compiler would be given a list of all items. 
'rhe na ture of each i t ern and all permiss,ible values would 
be specified toge t her wi th a list of all relations be tween 
the items. In addition the probability of an error in each 
item should b e specified. From thes e lists , t he compiler 
would produc e an edi t whi ch checked every relation specified , 
and when some r e l a tions were unsatisfactory would u se t he 
supplied p robabilities and any available cross-checks to 
de t e ct , and i f possible correct , t he i ncorrec t item. 
Some extensi ons to this basic s cheme seem de sirable. 
The compiler ca1ld evalua t e t he comple teness of the informa tio n 
that it has been given and comment on any i nc onsi s tencies or 
ambiguities that it fo und, it could also indicate any it ems 
of t he r ec ord for which n o useful edi ts wer e given. The 
compi ler could examine t he efficiency of its object code 
and , by reordering the checks for example ~ could improve or 
even op timi se the ef~iciency of the edit by some pre-determined 
s tructure such as least execut i on time (see, for example 
Re inwald and Solange (9)). The function of the compile r 
could be extended to include the des i gn of i nput and output 
:files, or ev en t o co n trol the vhole system of information 
proce ssing, given kno vQedge of t he a i Js of t his system. 
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Research on t wo different levels into compil ers of 
this nature i s known to the author. 
The first leve l is r e search into Abstract Information 
Systems 9 (see Pridmore (11)). Thi s research is concerned with 
the more general ideas out l i ned aboves and the logical edit 
is included as one step in the general p roces ses considerede 
Th e a i m of t h is r e search is to develop a compu t er program to 
design all phase s of an information system, given knowledge 
of t he source of informa tion and of the requirements of the 
sys t em, The progr lli~ wi ll design t he input files 9 the editing 
program, th e error listings, the amendments p rogr ams the 
p rocessing of the edited data9 and the output files . The 
associa t ed language mus t be capable of describ ing a l l the 
sources of information, i nclud i ng the timi ng at these sources, 
~he s inks of inf'ormation, that is the ou t pu t r equi r ed 9 and the 
resourc es available incl uding fil e types and capacities and 
the p rop erties and a va ilability of t he computer itself. 
Such a p rogram, when wri t te:c., wil l be of considerable 
value . However , the r esearch is not very f a r advanceds and 
it does not seem li Jcely tha t any us eful r esults will eme r ge 
in the near future . Some language s have bee n propo s ed and 
a f ew simple examples impl ement ed ; but much more work is 
needed b efore a useful system eme r ges . The wor k on 
op timi sa tion of such designs is even less advanced. 
The se cond level is a much mor e practical one. 
Scv '3 r al s ystems a r e known to t he author which will edit any 
r e cord within a fai rly r es tricted class . Typi cally such a 
system is sufficien tly ge neral to deal wi th al l fo r eseeable 
va ri a tions in one particular app lica tion 9 and t hus the need 
f o r r eprogr amming with each change of da ta record is 
eliminated. Bach sys t em includes a language to describe the 
r ecord , t he items and t he rela tions be t ween the items , and 
a master program to r ead this language and produce an edit 
program for th e record as described. 
Some of these systems have been working successfully 
for some time, during vrhich major r evisions of the record 
have been made wi thou.t ft1- r t he r programming being needed , 
However ~ none of the systems seems capable of ex tension to 
deal with the general editing problem 9 and the languages 
are also specialised to the particular application 9 and 
usually rather cryptic. 
2.2 . 2 The work discussed. above, particularly that in 
Abstract Information Systems ~ suggests that a general program 
to write logical edits [iven the p roperties of the items to 
be edited is f easible. · However. two severe problems need. 
s o] uti on , 8.nd · it is the op inion of the author that the 
complexi t;i,r of these problems will prevent a useful solution 
in the near future. 
The first problem is that of minimising the execution 
time of the e dit . 
A most important factor is the r ela tive freo,uency 
of the possible kinds of r e cord . The edit should be written 
0 0 as to deal with the more corrrn.0n cas es as r ap idly as 
possible 9 even if this may be a t the expense of some loss of 
time in less corn.man records. For example 9 a program editing 
import warrants may havP. to check that the country of origin 
code is valid. Suppose the code is compared with a list of 
acceptable codes until a match is made. If the code list is 
ordered so that the codes for the large exporters, say the 
United Kingdom, the Uni tea States, and ,.Tauan come first, then 
execution time will be les s for an average batch of data, 
than if the list , ere ordered say alphabetically 1 so that 
Aden and Afghanistan were recognised first . Execution time 
might be improved even further if a special f ast test was 
made for the p rincipal exporters before entering the slower 
l a r ge look-up process . 
Devices such as t his are readilv invented when V 
writing a specific logical edit, and their implementation 
will lead to useful savings in execution t ime at little 
expense i n ex tra labour. The time of execution will not be 
optimal; t h is ~eing an intuitive r a the r than an algorithmic 
approach 9 but it will be sufficiently close to it for the 
va st majo rity of cases. 
This saving is so valu ;J.b le tha. t no s cheme for 
p roducing a logical edit can b e considered p ractical unless 
some opt i mi sa tion along these lines is possible . There are 
two ways in whi ch this could be i mplemented but b oth seem 
v ery dif:ficul t. 
The dynanic a.pproach would produce initially an edit 
p ro gr am with arbitra ry ordering. As editing progre sses ? the 
p rogram p roduces tables of the frequency of V?.lues of 
specific items a nd orders itself to take advantare of these 
r esults . Such a p rogram 9 in the general case , would be ve r y 
complex, and in any case t he extr a. time spent in updating 
the t ables and r evising the p ro gram ma· offset all but t he 
mos t obvious changes in orde r ing. 
The sta tic app roach would require freQuency 
distributions and p robably joint frequency dis tributions 
for particularly significant s e ts of items to be included 
in the specj_fico.t ions . The works of Reinwald and Soland ( 9) ~ 
who p roduce opt i mal programs from limit ed entry decision 
tabl es using t h i s t echnique, shows tha t t h is technique makes 
co ns i derab l e enlargement s to the amount of spec ifications 
required, and also increase s compila tion time . These f ea ture s. 
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particularly t he forme r 9 would decrease the chances of a 
rea dy accep tance of such a language. 
The seco nd problem is that of proc ess ing automa tic 
adjustments. The difficulty i s in selecting the item to 
adjust and th e new value for this i tern. 
It is ~ossible to select t he item for adjustmen t 
o n a p rol )abil.i t y basis , e ither oy specifying an ordered list 
of items such that eac h it em is conside r ed to have les s 
chance of error than any foll owing item , or by a s s igning a 
p rob8.1Jil i t ~.r to t he chance of error in each i t ern. Ho wev er, as 
explained before , this is the least sa tisfactory of the 
methods 9 a nd an er r or in the i tem designated to be the mo st 
r eli ab l e can cause a long chain of spurious adjustments. 
Simila rly the new valu e could be chosen by one of 
the s t a tistical me t ho ds, "hot-deck11 , 1cold- d.eck;' or11 Mont e-
Ca r l o11 , but aga in these are th e least satisfactory. 
The more a. cc urn te s olu ti ons to the se problems a r e 
dep end·ent on the a na l ys t 1 s slcil1 and expe rience in 
de ~,') rminine; t he er r or i n each se t of c i rcur:1s tanc es. There 
~ 
are, a t the moment 5 no rules t hat -aan b e applied to formu-
late these to such a~ extent tha t t ho p rogran1- produced 
adjustment s vmuld b e mo re e f fec tive than the mc.nu~l so t . 
2.2.3 Because of these difficulti e s it se ems likely that 
manual analysi s of the edi ting will r ema i n th e most 
e f fective t e chnique for some time. Thus, a compile r to read 
d ire ctly the r esul t s of an analysis and produce an edit 
p rogram from t hese s eems to ~e the most useful approach 
for the present . I t would be assumed by this compiler t ha t 
t he path of t he edit has been s pecifi ed and us eful 
op timi ·ation s already made . The methods of au toma tic 
adjus t me n t will a l s o have been determined 'b efore calling 
the comp iler. 
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':rhis will l)e an improvement on existing t echni ques 
b ecause it wi l l r educe the time involved in p r ogrammi ng; 
i t will remove a p ossible source of e rPor; a nd it will ma!rn 
t e sting much eas i er . 
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2. 3 ~XISTING TECHNI QUES . 
Three me thods of specifying the r e sults of a logical 
edit analysis ar e i n widespr ead us e . In each ca se, their 
us e for logic a l edits i s only one appl ic a tion of a gener al 
t ec hni que . 
In thi s s ection each me thod i s outlined, and an 
exampl e is given. rrhe ex amp l e is the editing of a pay slip. 
The it ems to be edited are annual se_lary, gross pay ( month l y) . 
ne t pay , t ax , tota l other deductions, deduction 1, dednction 
2, deduc tion 3 . It is a ssumed that all values are numeric 
and positive . 
2 . 3 .1 The traditiona l me thod of sp ecifying an edit is by 
the use of conditional s ent enc ess for exampl e:-
"If temper a t ure a t start exc eeds tempera ture at end 
then a cc ept r ecord, otherwise t here is an e r r or in tempe r a ture" . 
11 Cmde r:iumb e r must b e 11 AB" , "CD" or 11 EF11 followed by 
r . . 
_three numeric di git s ~ If it is a ny other value s then se t it 
to 11 XY999" and con tinue 11 • 
There are no generally accepted conventions i n t his 
me thod , runb i guities ar e hard to de t ect , and. the cla rity of 
the r esult i s d ependant up on the abil i ty of t he writer. The 
me t hod i s not sa tisfa.c tor~r excep t in the simplest cases s and 
become s QUite urunanageab le in complex cases . Despite this 
i t is in wi despread us e , p robably be cause no rules have to 
b e l ear n t b e for e the me t hod is use~ . 
An important probl em is tha t i n mo 0t ed i ts the checks 
a r e not independent and t he editine; for one r e cord will take 
one of many paths t hrough the che cks , I t i s common , for 
exa-rnple , to submi t a r e c ord whic h c;i ves a particula r r esu}, t 
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at one check to supplementary che cks which a r e not ap9lied 
otherwi se. I n more complex edits 9 there may be several 
levels of checks ~ and t he numl. er of paths wil 1 be very large. 
In suc h circm;iste.nces it is difficult to suecifv all the 
.c <, 
pa t hs reg_uirecJ. wi t hout ambiguitie s or contradictionso 
Methods that give more assistance with t h is difficulty are 
much to be p refe rred. 
This method a lso tends to be cumbersome . Precision 
can often only be obta ined by using a high degree of 
r ep e tition. 
Fina l ly, the edit as specified in this manne r is 
r a rely in a suitable form for programming , and much inter-
medi a t e work is often necessary. 
The example illustrate s some of these points. 
(1) If (ne t pay+ tax+ total other deductions) = gross pay , 
and if (gross pay x 12) = a~nual salary 9 and if 
(deduction 1 ~ deduction 2 + deduction 3) = total 
other deductions then accept the r ecord. 
(2) If (ne t pay+ tax+ total othe r deductions)= gross pay , 
and. if ( gros s pay x 12) -I- annual salary then adjust 
annual salary to (gross pay x 12). 
(3) If (net pe.:v + tax + total other deductions) = gross pay 
and if (deduction 1 + deduction 2 + deduction 3 , t 
total other deductions then error in deductions. 
(4 ) If (ne t pay + tax+ total othe r deductions) I 6ross pay ~ 
but i f (ne t pay+ tax+ total other deductions)= 
(annual salary/12) t hen adjust gross pay to ( annual 
salary /12 ) • 
(.5) If (net pay+ t ax + total other dedu c tions) I gross pay y 
but if (net pay+ tax + deduction 1 + deduction 2 + 
deduction 3) = Gross pay t hen ad just total other deduc-
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tions to (deduction 1 + deduction 2 + deduction 3). 
( 6) If any other 1 then error in record. 
T.his example is meant to be typical rather t han 
optimal. It uses a personal mixture of ma thematical 
abbreviations. It is also highly repe titious 9 though this 
could have bee~ r educed by writing 9 for example · -
i i ( 1) If ( ne t pay + tax + total other deductions ) = gross pay 
then go to check ( 2) 9 else go to chec k ( 5) 11 • 
and making the obvious changes to the othe r checks. This is 
however a dangerous practice in general as ther e is no way 
of telling from says the r evised check (6 ) alone that this 
check is performed only if the equality of (1) does not 
hold. This problem can cause errors both in the des ign and 
the p rograrnrn ing. 
It is also unclear as to whethe r check (3) should be 
performed after checlc ( 2) if th e latter has made an 
adjustment. Different programn'ers· might put diffe rent 
interpr8 t a tions on this point . 
Finall~r 9 the rather vague ( 6) "If any other ••• " is 
so e~1.sy to write. T t would be preferable to do a thorough 
analysis of the possible happenings here 1 but there is 
nothing in this method to encourage it. 
2. 3 . 2 An improvement on the conditional sentence method 
is the use of flow charts to specify an edit. A structure 
is imposed on the edit by splj_tting the conditional senten-
ces into phrases s and displaying these and the connections 
between them pictorially. This metho d is much more precises 
~nd less tedious to write. It has been used successfully 
on several occasions by the author 9 and though it has 
several ru l es and conventions to be learnt, it has been used 
with little difficulty by statisticians who had never 
previously seen a flow chart. · 
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Note that a t (1 ) it has been decided to perform the 
checlc on deductions not only on those records vti th adjusted 
annual salarys but al s o on those with adjusted gross pay. 
'rhe omission of t:hi. s link was not a t all obvious in the earlier 
method. Also a t (2 ) a decision must be r.1acle a s to whe t her to 
check annual salary vri th gross pay he r e 9 again the earlier 
me thod hid the need for a decision. 
The flow cha rt also gives a much clear e r picture 
of who. t cases cons ti tu t e 11 Error in record1' t han was given by 
statement (6) above . 
The flow chart me t hod can cop e adequa tely with the 
most complex edits, and tho r elations between the checks a r e 
clearly brough t out. I'f1ost v a luable i s the f act that the 
nmnber of lines l eavi ng each box can be checked rapidly 9 and 
a line which peters out is ve ry dist.i:n::!tive . This me thod 
does force a h igher degr ee of co nside r a tion of t he path of 
t he edit than t he previ ous me t h od , al t h ough con tradictions 
ar e not a l ways obvious . The flow chart is a lso CJ.Uit e clo se 
to tbe progra.m 9 and f ewer error s will be made i n t he 
programming. 
It is diff ic ult ~ however . to writ e multiple decisions 
nea tly. For example: -
li if code is AB se t flag to 1 9 if c ode i s CD set flag 
to 2, i f it is EF set fl ag to 3, otherwi se set fl ag to 9" . 
ne e ds the t edious se t of boxes given i n illustration (i i ) of 
t he previ ous pa£;c . This di sadvantage c an be circumvent ed at 
some incre ase in the risk of erro rs by loosely using one 
large box
9 
as il l u s tra tion (iii), out this is not s o for 
multipl e branch sta t ements for example . 
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2.3.3 The third method is t he use of decision table s . 
Thi s me thod is of compa ratively recent origin ~ and has 
many advant age s claimed for it. The s e will be discussed 
in the next section. The most r e al advantage is that no 
further p rogr&'Tim i ng i s r equired, as severa l languages 
exist which include th e means of reading e. de cision table. 
Decision table s are discussed in gene r a l t e rms by DiXon· 
(7), and Smi th (10 ) , and their implementation as a programming 
language is discuss e d by the p rec eding ref er enc es and by 
Press ( 8 ), Re i.nwald and Soland ( 9), a nd. King ( 12). 
A decision t able is an arra y in which the rows 
r epre sent edit checks or action s ( a nalagous to the box e s 
of a flo w chart), and the column s r epresent the pa t hs. All 
checks spe cifie d i n one t able a r e ap pli ed i n one step, 
inste ad of a sequen ce of steps. Tha t i s , the answer s to 
all que s tions a r e e val uated and t hen t he first column with 
simila r answers r.10.rked along it is the pa t h of the edit . 
The actions s pecified on that column are pe rformed. 
It is usual to consider the decision t able as 
being in four part s, as in the di agr am . 
CONDITION STATEr-CNT --, :- CO NDrI'I ON ENTRY 
------------- r+-----·---·--- -
ACTIOH STA'l'EU]ENT I I ACTION El'TTRY 
The 6dit checks a r e listed . one to a row in the 
condition statemdnts and all r equired actions a r c listed in 
the action sta tement. The se pa rts , and the others are 
conven tionally separated by double lines. 
Each column is called a rul e ,, and may "be numbered • 
.It consists of entrie s i n both the c ondition entry a nd the 
action entry. In the mo s t common type of decision t able, 
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cal] ed a limited entry decision table , the possible entries 
in the condition entry are Y, N or blank. The Y indicates 
that the condition on that row of the condition statement is 
true, the N that it is false, and the blank that it is 
irrelevant. The possible entries in the action entry are 
X or blank. The X indicate s that the action on that row of 
the action s tatement is to be performed, the blank that it 
is to be omitted. 
It is customary to have as the last colunm an "else 
rule", for which all entries ti.n the condition entry are blank. 
This rule is applied if none of the previous rules are 
applicable. 
The sample edit is now: 
/_ d 
J ~ ( f o ,t· 1 ," ' ( r V f 
r~o~~~~J ,'(-. ... ,, 
L. - -'-- ----·-
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An extension of the limited entry decision table is 
the extended entry decision ta1Jl e 9 where the en tries of the 
condition entry and action entry may be more general. For 
example, a row could be:-
II 
Every extended entry decision table can be converted 
to limited entry form. 
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2.4 EVALUATION OF EXI STING i\fTETHODS. 
-- - ---·- -- -.. _., ____ _ 
2. ~-. 1 Of the existing methods of specifying a logical edit, 
only decision tables are capable of being used both as an 
analytic tool and as a programming language over a wide range 
of editing application. 
The method of writing an edit as a string of 
conditional sentences would need cons iderable formalisation 
b efore it could b e used as a programming language. Further-
more, it is doubtful whether this would be a useful language 
for, howev er it was finalised, it would be difficult to show 
the path of the edit in a clear manner~ 
Th e flow charts us ed to define an edit could also be 
formali sea. to form a pro e-ramming language, and in such a 
scheme, the path of the edit would be obvious. However, the 
problem of transcribing an edit written in this way onto 
s .ome compute r input medium is very severe. Unles s this can 
be done by unskil led staff with a small chanc e of e rror, many 
of the advantages of the flow chart as a programming language 
will l)e l ost. Conversion se ems to depend upon some device such 
as labelling every connecting line on the flow chart, and 
then transcribing each box as one unit, preceded by the input 
connector label and followed by the one or two output 
connector labe ls. This approach leads to very cumber some 
results, and a l a rge amount of ·vork mus t be done to prepare 
the edit for computer input as distinct from the work done in 
de signing the edit. For this r eason it does not seem worth 
working on this approach while al ternative methods exist. 
More dire ct inpu t of a flow char t by means of graphical 
input such as a cathode ray tub e and li ght pen may be 
feasible in the futur e . Even for this case , howev er, a 
large amount of formalisation of t he syntax of flow charts 
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will be needed 9 together with some complicated software to 
transform the st ructure to a programming language . 
There are several i mplementati ons of decision t ables 
as a p ro gramming language . These have all been designed 
with general applications in mi nd. but are all suitable for 
editinE. They generally us e as condition and a ction entri es 
a subset of statements f' rom an existing cenere.l pur p ose 
language . For exnmple 9 the Rand Corp ora tion's FORTAB us es 
FORTRP.N 9 DETlrn-65 uses COBOL~ and a r ecent implementati on 
at the A. N. U. ( Smith (10)) us e s PL/I . 
When vi ewed from the specialised context of edit 
writing 9 the limitations of these languages produce limitations 
of th e decision t ab l~e t echnique. Sinc e 9 if it we r e shown to 
be worthwhile 9 a decision table language 'Ji th a more suitable 
set of sta tements could 'be easi ly devised ~ the comment s of 
this section will be directed at such a hypothe tical decision 
table language 9 and not at any ex isting implementa tion .. 
2.4.2 Dixon 9 (7), summarises the advant ages of decision 
table s as a pro6 ramming languc1.ge of general appl ica tion in 
the following eleven points . 
(i) (the decision t ab l e t echnique) forc es a clear problem 
statement and shows wher e information is missing. 
(ii ) It forces a complete logical description of t he problem. 
(iii) It completely defines , a t system l evel, dec isions t o be 
i mplemented. 
(iv) It l eads to low cost trans l a tion of a defined syst em 
into a working comput er program. 
(v) It permits development and orde rly presentation of 
systems too complex for effective flowcharting. 
(vi) It a llows extenr,ive use of subroutines through the 
segmentation of the over all system into logically 
manageable t able s. 
L 
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(vii) It is a supe rior formaf documentat ion for cormnuni ca tion 
among s yst em anal ys ts 9 p ro gramners and management. 
(viii) It is eas;y to update and rev i se and shows more clea rly t ham: 
flowcharts t he eff ects system cha nges will hav e upon 
the decisi on log i c . 
( i x ) It per mits system definition and descrip tion without 
imposing a p r ema ture sequence of problem solving 
oper a tions. 
(x) It i s a t ec hni que that is easily l earned. 
(xi) De cision t able l angu ae-e i s s1-1ito.ble f or direct 
transla tion i n to machine language ; i. e . it lends 
it se l f to direct compiling . 
When evalua t ed as a language t o sol ve the pr oblem of 
section 2.1, p oin t s (iv) 9 (x) and ( x i) become es sential 
conditions rathe r than advant ages 9 and will not be discussed 
furth er. 
Point (v) is contentious, and s ome pe opl e assert 
that it is in f a ct the conv ers e tha t it true. I t i s t heir 
cla i m that for v ery l arge systems either t he i ndividual 
t ab l es b e come too large to h andl$, or e ls e t he segmentation 
i s s o complicat ed t ha t the over all picture of th e system i s 
lost. The author has a tt empt ed to define some l a r ge scal e 
edits using decision t ables and found t hat the amount of 
work involved in t he anal ys is of a l arge edit is ve ry lar ge 
i ndeed, and it was necessary to r e turn the flow chart 
t e chn i que to c omplete the proj ec ts in the all owed time. 
The mos t i mp ortant points, as far as edit writing 
is conc erned a re (i), (ii) and (iii). He r e , Dixon shows 
tha t d ecision t abl es a re a u se ful tool for edi ting, as t hey 
as s ist the analyst to comp l e te the edit . IIov,ever , the 
present a uthor fe e l s t ha t these points ar e overs t a t ed, 
and though decision t e.b l es a re good i n thi s context, the y 
~I--
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are by no means perfect. As King (12) points out, a compl e t e 
logical descrip tion is not alvmys de sira·o1e. Be cause of t h is, 
completed decision table s some times conta in appar ent 
ambiguities , and more commonly a n "ELSE-column" which is 
defined to be all cases not included in a pr evi ou s colwnn. 
For example , if one condition s tatement is AGE< 18 , and 
anot he r is AGE > 65 then a n appar ent amb iguity would arise 
between any tvrn rul e s which wer e simila r for all other 
conditions and for which the first contained a Y for AGE~ 
18, a nd a blank for AGE ,;, 65 and the se cond contained a blank 
and a Y r e spec ti v ely. It would appear tha t, such a t able 
would b e ambiguous for a record with Y to both lines. 
De cision table s in practice therefor e do no more tha n a s s ist 
a comple t e log ic a l description , and t h is should b e possible 
by othe r me thods also. 
Point (viii) is a lso op en to qu e stion. Minor chan ges 
to the lo gic are easy to make with decision t arJ les, but 
l a rger change s i nvolving new i tems , or new checks seem more 
di ff icult. This is because additional rows may cause 
extensive and time-consuming redrafting of one t abl<:., and 
b e caus e the highly s egmented approa ch may malrn it difficult 
to ensure tha t the modificat l on appli es to t he nece s s a ry and 
sufficient s e t of r ecords. That is, it may be difficult in 
a complex system to de t e rmine the condit i ons unde r which a 
particul~r t abl e i s ent e r ed. 
Provided tha t exc essiv e u se i s not made of t he 
f eature , t he e a se of s egme nt a tion (point (vi) i s a u seful 
facility of de cision t ables . Si milarly t he abil i t y to 
describe a syst em r.r ithout imp osing a prema ture sequenc e of 
ope r a tions (point (ix)) i s us eful. The beo t fe a ture of 
decision t able s i s however po i nt (vii). They are a very 
clGar f orm of documenta t i on i ndeed , and t his is probably 
I-
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the r eas on f or the wi despread i n t er es t i n t his me thod. 
Howeve r, when used as a programming language , the need t o 
c onfine the s t atemen ts to co nfo-rm with t he c hosen syntax 
is a slj_ght handicap to t he simul t ane ous use of dec i sion 
tabl es for d.ocumenta ti on. 
A further advantage of decision t ab l es that ha s been 
i mpl ement ed s inc e t he paper by Dixon was writ ten , is tha t the 
t able cnn be converted i n to an optimal compu t e r p rogram~ 
where optima l means tha t program t ha t mi n i mises a no nde c-
r ea.s ing function of expected processing time ano_ tot al 
s torage requirement ( Re inwal d and Soland ( 9)) . This is 
obvious ly a n adv antage for jobs wi t h a large expected 
p roc ess i ng t ime , s o t hat the ex tra analysis and compilation 
costs can be offse t by r educed execu tion costs . 
2 . L~ . 3 'l'hc advant ages outlined in the pre ceding sec ti on 
d o not seem to be unique properties of decision t ables . 
Othe r me t hocls can b e devised which are a l so capable of use 
i n edit analysis and as a programmi ng language which would 
hav e these fea tures nnd others besides . Such a l anguage 
·;rnuld n o t b e an i mprov ement on decisi on t ables i n every 
i'espec t. Indeed t he n.bili t y of deci si on t ables to provide 
clea r document a tion of t he edit would be hard to i mprove . 
'fhe principal improvemen t sh ould b e i n t he time t ha t 
it takes to design an edit . This t i me is very h igh when 
using t he decision t able t echni que for t wo r eas ons . Firstly ~ 
t he t echni que needs a very comple t e analJrsis of t he whole 
problem, whic h must talrn a lot of time &nd produce much 
r edu ndant informa tion . Though a compl e t e analysis is 
sometimes des irable , j_t i s usually unnecessary and often 
impossible to compl ete in the time available. In particular, 
a well des i gned editi ng language will sugges t to t he analyst 
....... 
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~ny consid era tions tha t ha v e not been included , will facilitat e 
t e sting, and will make a critic o. l revi ew of t he edi t as 
written very easy. Given such a language and some exp erience 
and abi lity on the part of the analyst there seems to be no 
r eason why the edit s written should not as good as t hose 
following a comple te decision t able analysis. 
Secondly , an amount of time must be spent on the 
dr aftinr of decision t ab l e s ~ pa rticularly as this often involves 
writing a l nr ge numbe r of r edundant columns whj. ch are after-
war ds r emoved. This time, though not large when compared with 
flow charts, contribute little to t he analysis. and could b e 
r educ e d i n another me thod . 
Alth ougt decision table s express complex r elationship s 
b etween several items very cl early and compactly , they are 
not convenient for simple checks ari d table lookups. These 
simple checks form a l a. r ge pron ortion of the t yp ic a l edit 
program. Tech nique s exist for ge tting around this problem, 
such as Smith (10), where the bulk of the edit is written i n 
PL/I, and d ecision t abJ.c s nr e emb edded in the edit to deal 
with t he compli ca t ed che cks. Howev 3r, it would be pref e r ab le 
to hav e just one language capab le of express ing all kinds of 
checks • 
2.5 TH:fil__SUGGBS TED A~PROACH. 
A lan~u ~ge suitable for describing a l ogical edit 
must be able to describe the statements and the 3tructure of 
the edit . The s t atement s define each edit t e st, edit action 
or supp l ementary ac tion (such as inputing a value for an item 
not pres e nt i n the source data). The structure defines t he 
order in which t bc stateme ~ts are executed so that i t is 
p ossibl e to de t er mine unamb i guously the s eouence of test s 
and actions for each r ecordo 
Thus 9 i n the ce s e of a flow c hart r epr esenting a 
log ic a l edit 5 t he words written in each box r ep r e sent the 
statements, anQ t he pa ttern of boxes and co1nec tions r epres-
ents the struc ture . In a decision t cblo t he condition 
s t at ement o.nd the act i on statement r ep r esent the statements 
and the conditi on entry nnd the acti on entry represent the 
structure , since th e condition ent ry defines a unique column 
for a record_ and the ac tion entry for th is colurnn defines t he 
series of actions to b e pe rformed . 
This se ction discusses some of t he fe 2 tur e s that 
t he s t a t emont s and st ructure of a n edi tin£ language should have. 
Little considerat ion has b een given in the past to 
the design of a set of s t atements suitab l e for a logica l edit 
and no published work on t h i s subjec t is known to the author . 
A gener al purpose, or n business ori ent ed language must ,. of 
course b e cf pable of i ncluding a logical edit . and languages 
such as COBOL. PL/I and FACT do contain statements sufficient 
for th i s purpose. Howeve r , the des i gn of a languc.ge to fulfil 
s uch a va ri e t y of purposes mus t i nevitab ly depend on a high 
degre e of comp romise. Because of t his these languages, t hough 
the y conta in t he means to v.rri te a logical edit, a r e by no 
means ideal for t his purpose . 
' 
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This compromise i s most obvious in the complicated 
subroutines that are often ne cessary to control the error 
listings , and to set the r ecord condition flag. It is also 
noticeable in the number of times that one edit action has 
to be expr essed by a group of statements of the language, 
which is some times so involved as to make the con..rie ctions 
with the specifica tions of the edit not at al l obvious. 
For example, the imputations of a code that may be 
defined: 
"Code' VALU-B into classes le s s than 100 , less than 
500, ••• , less than 5000, 5000 or over 11 
would r equi r e a set of PL/I s t atements such as: 
DECLARE LOOKUP (10) INITIAL (100,500, .•• ,5000); 
DOLOOP: DO I= 1 TO 10; 
NEXT : 
IF VALUE LOOKUP (I) THE1J DO; 
VCODE = I; GO TO NEXT ; END; 
END DOLOOP; 
VCODE = 11; 
• • • 0 
and this code is cumbersome and has led to a considerable loss 
in clarity, particularly if the values of INITIAL are declared 
some distance away from DOLOOP. 
There are three important consider R. tions in the design 
of a set of edit statements. These are not independent, nor 
even compa tible, so that even for a specially designed edit 
language, some degree of comp r omise is necessary . 
The first considerntion j_s that the set of statements 
must be complete . That is ~ it must be capab le of expressing 
a sufficiently large set of edit tests and activities . It is 
desirable that these t6sts and actions may be written simply 
: 
. 
' 
. 
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and natur ally 9 for examp l e look up t abl es should b e writ ten 
in th e r equj_red place and not hav e to depend on decl a r a tive 
statements written s ome dis t ance away as in t he example given 
earlier. 
Alth ou gh it will not be possible to accep t all 
conceivable t es t s and a ctions in such a natural way, it i s 
possib le to devi se a l a nguage which will accept al l th e 
common types of edi t stat ements in t his way. The most 
necessary extensions t o existing languages are statements 
t o handle error messages, changing the r ec ord condition flag, 
tests and 2ctions involving look up tabl es as above, more 
powerful if-sta t ement s 5 and trial adju s t men ts , that is 
adjustments which are to be made only if t h is one ad jus t ment 
is sufficient to correct t he r ecord. 
To cope with mor e [eneral demands , the edit l anguage 
must contain sufficient general st a tements , such as replace-
ment, logical a nd control stateme nts, to e nab l e the more 
involved t es ts and actions to b e es tab lishe d in several s teps, 
involving subroutines if ne ce ssary. A good way to do this 
seems to b e to allow sections of code of a gene ral purpose 
language 9 such as t h ose mentioned above, to be embedded in an 
edit. 
The seco nd considernt ion is to keep the syntactic 
rul e s to a minimum. This should r educ e t he time needed to 
write an edit 9 but mor e imp ortantly it should r educ e the 
time needed to learn the language . Thi s should encourage 
mor· e people to u se t he language and should increase its 
appeal especiall y to non- programmers . 
The clarity of the edit s hould also be imp roved by 
t h is , making it easie r for non- specialists to r ead and 
unders t and the edit 9 and malcinrr the debugging phase eas ier 
for the pro grammer. 
--....- -
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The third considera tion is that the statements should 
be unamoiguous 9 and acceptable as input to a compiler. This 
point i s of especial importance i n vi ew of t ho two considera-
tions ab0ve, as it r epr esents a real limitation on the 
extent to which they can be implemented. 
It may however be of much value during the analysis, 
by assisting the s t atement of t he e:ii t to be complete and 
unambiguous at this stage. For example 9 it i s no t uncommon 
for an analysis to include such vague statements as " if tax 
is too h igh", wi thout giving any criterion for this decision. 
By making such statements impossible to write 9 t:1e language 
may force an improvement to t h e analysj_s . 
Another common error i s to i gnor e one or mor e 
alterna tives of a multiple choi ce . For example 9 if the 
r e cord included marital status and checks t h is for feasibility 
against age 9 the first version of the edit may consider 
11 neve r married11 " married1' and "widowed" but omit "di vol!'oed" 
? ' 
with r esults that may not be noticed. during t es ting. It 
would be advantageous if the statements of the language we re 
such as to make omissions like thls as noticeable a s possible. 
( However, as mentioned ea rli er 1 the se omis si on s may be 
logicall y correct so that t he language cannot insist on 
comple teness .) 
A l anguage of this nature sh ouJ.d also prevent 
ambiguities crea ted by it s o'Wll' syntax. A well known case of 
this type is the "dangling-else 11 problem of ALGOL, where 
IF ••• THEN clause s may or may no t have a subordinate ELSE 
clause. If' a number o f IF • .• THEN clauses is grouped with 
a less er number of ELSE clauses, then the problem i s to 
attach the ELSE clauses to t he proper IF •.• THEN clauses . 
Al though rules exist ( see Abrahams ( 13)) whereby. this can 
be r esolved by the compil er , some confusion must often 
I 
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exist in the mind of the progrrunmer 9 and in the p resent 
context suer. a situation is best avoided. 
Finally ; the numter of statement types must be 
sufficiently small for the compi]er to be of a reasonable 
size and work with r easonable efficiency. This may be a 
very real limitat ion on the number of actions which are 
eKpressed by a special statement . 
2.5.2 More a ttention has been given to the structure of 
an editing language , Both flow charts and decision t ables 
are usually treated as a structure added to some existing 
language. Thus 9 in a typical flow chart the entries in the 
boxes are English phrases, and in a typical decision t able 
the statements are in COBOL. However 9 none of the structures 
used previously s eem ideal 9 a:c1d there is ample justifica.tion 
for discarding them a nd starting afresh. 
The points to be consider0d are generally those of 
the preceding section 9 but the major obj ect is to devise a 
scheme with as little unnecessary complica tion as possible. 
This is important both to reduce the amount of time wasted 
on writ ing down the edit (as opposed to devising it and 
checking it ) and also in keeping it clear. Flow charts in 
particular have many disadvantages in this area, since they 
require some time to dr~w 9 and ei ther several attempts ~ or 
a knack, to make complicated ca ses clear. Decision talJles 
have the same failing to D. lesser extent, as their peculj_ar 
form means that a whole set of checks and actions has to be 
considered and determined before the tabl e can be set out . 
Even when this stage has been re ached 9 a transposition of 
t he columns can lea d to a much cl earer ~icture . 
However 9 both these methods have won wide acceptence 
because of the structures while cumbersome, does determine 
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the edit path in a cl ear , explicit manner . Also the structure 
assists the analysis by making omissions and. contradictions 
quite clear, thus satisfying one of t he most important of the 
abov e considera ti ons . Any attempt to devise a simpler 
structure will hav e to guard against any loss of these 
advantages . 
As with statements, it is unlikely th.at any structu re 
can cover every desired case and so p rovision will have to b e 
made for breaking down sections into a series of subsections, 
and the calling of subroutinec and so ono The most common 
co.use of this will be when so many stat ements are involved 
tha t all available space is used~ and some analogue of the 
cross-page connectors of flow charts and table numbers of 
decision tables wil] b e necessary. 
The structure should be such that the edit can easily 
be changed. This considera tion also points to keeping the 
structure as simpl e as possible. 
To make the structure recognisable to a compiler is 
another di~f icul t p roblem, and one which has been avoided 
in the method of flow charting. Sinc e lines and arrows a~e 
v ery d:iff'icul t to input to a computer it seems t ha t forms close 
to flow chs.rts will not prove feasible . Other devices such 
as l evel number or indentd tions could be used to display the 
positi on of statements, and of the two indentations could be 
used to display the position of statements, and of the two 
indenta tion seems the cl ear es t. 
2 ,. 5. 3 The author thinks t hat a language should be writt en 
specifically for logi cal edi ting. It would be u seful for 
analysis and also acceptable as input to a compiler, thereby 
resolving the problem of section 2. 1 . The statements would 
be designed only for editi ng , and should be understandable 
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to an analyst with no programming experience. On the other 
hand the-y should gi vs the experienc ed proc:rrunmer some idea 
of the way in w1.1 ich they will be compiled so that he can 
sel ect the most efficient options for h is purpose. 
Typical of the extensions over a general pur p ose 
language would be more powe rfnl "IF11 branch.iug statements, 
simple table lookup handling and trial adjustments which 
would only be executed i f' the result satj_sfied some condition. 
Statements would also be included to control the flag 
rep orting on the overall condition of the r ecord, and write 
the error listings. The s e statements would be as clear a nd 
concise as possible and no elaborate subroutines should be 
needed for these purposes . 
The language should fe a ture a simple structure 
designed for the purpose. It should not b e similar to 
decision tables as these seem to be inadequ a te for the whole 
editing p roces s . and to involve too much wasted time in 
writing and compiling. 
The implement a ti on would also feature debugging aids 
at the logical level such as cross-ref erence t ab l es , compile 
time logical diagnostics and so on. 
It is hoped that such an implementation would throw 
some light onto the question as to how ne cessary the complete 
logical evaluation required by de cisi on t ables is. At 
present , no practical testing can be give n to this question 
as no l anguage othe r than those based on decision tables is 
capable of dire ct computer input. 
Whatever the answer to this qu es t i on , the author 
thinks that such a langua ge would be of defj_ni te value in 
thre e cases; 
(i) for s imple edits whe r e the logic a l structure is not 
complic a ted enough to vmrrant decision tables; 
(ii) as an easy to learn approach for a part-time 
programmer such as a s cienti s t , wh o wishes to 
wri te an edit, and who should fi nd the simple 
structure and f ew ex tra statemeni s easi e r to 
learn than the dec ision table technique; 
(iii) for the experi enced pro gr8JTu~er, or other per s on 9 
who has to writ e and t es t a n edit in a hurry. 
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In addition, t he au thor h opes that such a language 
will be of gene ral use, and be a rival to t he decision table 
techn ique ove r most of the classes of edits t ha t have to be 
writ ten. 
7 0 A 
3. THE LANGUAGE . 
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3.1 INTRO Duerr ION 
3.1.1 This chapter describes a logical editing language 
written to i mplement the ideas of Chapter 2. A pre-processor 
has been written in PL/I and tested on the I.B .. M. 360 m.-Jdel 
50 computrer at the A.N.U. Computer Centre, to translate an 
edit vvri tten in this editing language into an equiva lent 
PL/I procedure. This pre-processor is described in Chapter 
4. Since it i s both fashionable, and convenient for refere nc e 
purposes, to identify the language by an a cronym, it will be 
referred to as FRED (Fo~ EDiting). 
In a ccordance with the ideas of Cha:i:rer 2, the 
sta tements of FRED were devised from the start to satisfy 
the needs of a logical edit , and are not merely an adaptation 
or an extension to an existing language. However, it did not 
seem wise to conside r FRED in comple te isolation from existing 
languages for the following reasons. 
The log ical edit is usually only one part of a job, 
and the r est of the program must be written in some other 
language . Because of this 7 it is advisable to ensure that 
the :.principal conventions of t his other langua ge are not 
contradicted by FRED. In particular it mus t be possible to 
load and execute jobs containing both languages and it should 
be as ea sy as possible for a programmer to change from :he 
other language to F.RED and vice....Y..§1:.§..§:. 
Secondly . as has been pointed out be fore 7 it is 
not possible for an edit l an guage to contain all possible 
editing checks and actions in direct statements. The re will 
always be some unusual and compili icated checlrn that have to 
be broken up into several s t eps. These steps will fre quently 
involve such actions as computation or data conversion, 
I 
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and may include actions such as input/output or sorting which 
require a complicated compi le r. Facilities for these actions 
are already present in all general purpose languages, and to 
add these actions to FRED would involve much duplicated 
effort 9 and would complicate the langu&ge with rarely used 
facilities. A much neater alternative is to allow statement~ 
from a general purpose language to be embedoed in the ex i t 
in some simple way. 
For these reasons, the detailed design stages of 
FRED were carried out so that FRED can be contained in ~ and 
contain, blocks of PL/I (I.B. M. (14)). In particular, t he 
data defj_ni tion conventions of PL/I are copied into FRED as 
far as possible. 
PL/I was chosen as it is the most suitable for 
editing purposes of the languages in common use at the A.N.U. 
Computer Centre, and because it seems likely to beeome widel:r 
used, machine independent language in the near future. One 
of its principal advantages is that it is a very clear 
language to read and write, its syntax being nicely balanced 
between the cryptic and the ve rbose. It has useful, device 
independent input/output instructions 9 and its facilities 
for handling data-structures, characters and strings are 
especially valuable for editing and allied data processing 
tasks. Although 9 at the time of writing, its use is 
r e stricted to the I .B 0 M. 360 series and the computers of 
some of the smaller manufacturer s 9 it seems lilrnly that the 
language 'Nill spread, in a standard form, to other computers 
soon, lJe coming widely accepted. 
3.1. 2 The primary purpos 0 of the edit is to determine the 
"condition11 of the r e cord , that is to de t erm ine which of 
the conditions given l)elow applied to the current values 
of the r ecord be ing edited. 
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good: all edit tests have been passed. 
adjusted: one or more items have been adjusted 
during the edit, but t he final values 
are such that all edit tests have been 
passed. 
queried: one or more items have been queried 
(i.e. have possible errors and should 
be checked by some means not available 
to this edits such as reference to 
source documents). Also , one or more 
items may have been adjusted 9 i ce. , this 
condition includes the previous one. 
in error: one or more edit t ests have failed. There 
may also be items tha t have been queried 
and adjustments may have been attemp ted 
(but se ·~bel ow). 
'l'hi s edit mu s t inclu c1.e the d.efi n i ti on of a " condition 
flag", which is s e t during the editing of each r ecord to one 
of four values, depending upon the condition of the r ecord. 
0 good. 
1 adjusted. 
2 que ried. 
3 in error . 
The purpose of' t h:Ls flag is to inform the contai ning PL/I 
procedure of the condition of the record as simply as 
possible. Wi thin the FRED edit the r e is no need to set the 
flag by explicit stat ement s since all necessary updating is 
supplied by the compiler. 
Each edit must a lso include a precise definition 
of those items t ha t form the r e cord to be edit ed . If , 
during the ed it, adjustments a r e made to some of these items, 
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out at the end the record is still in e rror 7 then it is 
probable that these adjus tments were spurious , possibly 
adjusting good values to agree with bad ones . Because of 
this~ at the start of each edit, a copy is made of the 
record , and if at the end, the r e cord is in error
7 
then 
this copy which is (in general) unaltered during the 
editing, is used to restore the original values to the 
record. This action is taken automatically by the 
implemented form of the edit , and need not be specified 
by explicit s tatements in the FRED form of the edi t. 
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3.2 THE STRUCTURE OF FIEI;D. 
3.2.1. The statements of FRED , like those of many other 
high level franguages, can be split naturally into two classes, 
declarative and executable. There is no s t ructure for 
combining the declarative statements of FRED other than a few 
ordering rules whi ch v1ill b e mentioned as the statements 
themse lve s are being discussed. All declarative statements 
(except START SUBEDIT 9 END SUBEDIT and END EDIT) must p recede 
all executable statements. 
The structure of the executable statements exists 
in two eguivalcnt forms. ' Tho "matrix·,, form is two-dimension -
al and affords the clear e st picture of th e logic of the edit 
(note that flow chart s and decision tables also use two 
dimensions to clarify the logic). This is the form intended 
for use i n the analysis. In practice, t he nwnber of columns 
of the ma trix will be quite small, say five or six. 
For program punching the matrix form must be 
converted by a very sinnple process 9 to the "indented" form . 
which is a representation of the edit in a form suitabl e for 
card punching and program listingo Each statement is punched 
on one . or more , cards , and the seQu ence of c a rds corresponds 
to read ing the matrix row by row ~ as in the diagram. 
i 1 2 3 4 ' 5 
' 
I I 1--
--r 
6 7 8 I Q 110 J 
11 · 12 . 13 i ' etc. I I o • • ! 
Blank elements need not oe included. The system 
of indentation improves the cla rity of the lo gic. Though 
I 
I 
I 
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not as suitable as the mat rix form for anal;ysi s s edits of 
r easonabl e siz e can be des igned and written as one step in 
indent ed . form. 
3o2 . 2. The ma trix form of t he edit depicts the edit a s 
a rectangular matrix 9 the elements of which are either blan'.r 
or FRED statements. In practice , the format is ex tremely 
fr ee , t he column width being dete rmined t o suit the siz e 
of the paper and the eNpected numb er of columnso Most edits 
will have a t leas t three columns~ bu t v ery few will hav e 
more than six. The r e will usual l~,r b e only one FRED statement 
in a row. 
Some of the larger s t atements may b e too long to 
write as one line of the column , and in such case s should 
be written on as many lines as nec essary, though conc ep tually 
t hese line s wil l form a part of one row. Comments may be 
written anywhe re, including elements a lready conta ining 
stat emen ts, and ma;:· b e distinguished by any means that the 
write r c hoose s , t hough the PL/I convention of enclosing a 
comment with t he symbols "/::iJ' and 11 .~/ 11 is recommended, and 
is necessary i n t he i ndented form. 
Provision should be made for a tt a ching a labe l to 
any row of t l1e matr ix . The label should be of five or les s 
alphanumeric characte rs, and the first ch · rac t er must be 
a lphabe tic. 
The first s t a t ement of the edit to be performed is 
the one in the top left-hand corner of the ma trix. The path 
of the edit then runs down the colunm until an IF. statement, 
or jump statement is encount er ed. 
.... 
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The IF-statement is the principal branching 
statement· of the language. Its syntax is described in 
detail later, but a brief description is needed here to 
explain its effect on the path of the edit 0 
An IF-statement may contain several scalar 
expressions (defined as in a PL/I IF-statement, these will 
frequently be relational expressions such as "X ==- 15" to 
which the value 11 1 ;' is assigned if the comparison is true 
and 11 0 11 if not true , or the~~ may be scalar variables such 
as "TESTVAL" ~ or expressions such as "TESTVAL :::::: 2-4".) whi.sh 
may be split up into several groups, and which must be 
followed by an "ELSE". Each group and the "ELSE" will be 
written in the same column, though not necessarily in 
consecutive rows. 
An IF-block will exist to the right of each group 
of scalar expressions and the "ELSE 11 , commencing in the 
same row and occupying one or more rows. Exactly one IF-
blanlr will be performed whenever the original IF-statement 
is performed. An IF-block may be just one statement, or it 
may be a string of s tatements. It may even contain other 
IF-statements and hence nested IF-blocks occupying othe r 
columns to the right. The IF--b l ock is terminated by the 
presonce of anothe r statement (i.e. any entry except a blank 
or a comment) in the same column as the original IF-statement 
or to the left of this. This may be another group of 
scalar expressions, or the ELSE, or t he next statement of 
,. 
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the edit. Note tha t by definition an IF-block can never 
include an entry in the column of the original IF-statement 
or to the l eft of this. 
When an IF-statement is performed 9 the scalar 
expres s ions of t he first group are evaluated until t he first 
non-zero expression is found. If a n on-zer o expression is 
found t hen the next statement t o be performed is the statement 
in the same row but next column ? ioe. the first statement of 
the associated IF-block, The statements of the IF-block a nd 
any nested IF-blocks are performed according to the usual 
rules until th e end of the block j s r e ached Le. the next 
s t a tement in this column is outside the IF'-b lock. The next 
statement to be performed is the next statement in the same 
column as the IF- statement whi ch initiated this block . but 
foll owi ng the ELSE. (I n the c ase of nested IF- blocks this 
may be outside t he h i ghe r l ev el IF-block , in which case this 
rule i s ap?lied a t t he h igher level and so on as necessary) . 
If none of the scalar exp ressions of t he first group 
a r e n on-ze ro then thos e of t he s e cond group are tested. If 
one of these is non- zero then the a ssocia t ed IF-block is 
perf ormed. Otherwise the next g roup is teste d~ and so on. 
If none of the scal a r expressio ns of any g roup are 
non-zero, then t he IF bloc k associated with the ELSE- statement 
is performed. 
' ROW~ 1 2 ) 
1 IF A IF B I I l 2 
3 ELSE I 2 I 
4 C I 3 r 5 
6 ELSE I 4 I 7 
8 I 5 I 9 
I 
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Thus 9 in the above diagr Bm where the letters 
represent scalar expressions a nd the numbered boxes represent 
blocks , suppose that A and Bare 1. Then
5 
since A is 1 we 
perform the IF-block starting in row 1
9 
column 2. Since B 
is 1, we perform the IF-block starting in row 1, column 3. 
This, a nd the next s tat ement in row 2, column 3 are performed. 
The next statement by the usual rule would b e row 3, column 
39 but since row 3 column 2 is non-blank, the IF-block is 
concluded before this statement. We ther efore scan down 
the column of the last IF, column 2, to find the first non-
blank s t s temen t a fter the ELSE. This is row 4, column 2, 
but, row 4 column 1 is non-blanks and so this IF-block is 
concluded before this s tatement. The next sta tement is 
therefore row 8, column 1. 
Similarly, we can derive the fol l owing table 
giving the order of execution of the blocks for the value 
of each scalar expression: 
A B C blocks 
0 0 0 4,5 
0 0 1 3,5 
0 1 0 4,5 
0 1 1 3,5 
1 0 0 2j5 1 1 0 1 , 5 
1 1 1 1;5 
1_ 
Other jump statements in the language cause jumps 
to be maa.e to n l __ .:ie lle:1 rov,. Whe n such a jump is made, the 
next statement to be performed is the leftmost non- blank 
element of the row. There are no ~es trictions on the starting 
or finishing columns of a jump, but if a jump is made to a 
statement within an IF-block, execution continu es as if the 
IF-block had been ent e red in t he usual way. 
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A sj_m_p le subroutine op tion also exists. A block of 
code forms a subedi t provided that it begins with a "STA'll?.T 
SUBED IT" statement in column 1 of the first row and ends with 
an 
11 E1':D SUBEDIT" statement in coluJJ'l.n 1 of the last row. This 
may be performed a ·c any time by ca lling it with a "PERFORM" 
statement giving the name of the subedi t. _r o redeclaration 
or declaration of new variables is allowed s and the }-e is no 
provision for parameters. 
3.2.3 The indented form of the edit may be re garded as 
a translation of the matrix form into a language suitable 
for punching on 80-column cards. This form is reproduced 
on the progrrun listings and was chosen as the most suitable 
way of representing the edit wi thj_n the confines of the 
printed page. 
For the indented form9 the statements are written 
on 80-character lines , such as those found on coding forms s 
consecutively down the page. In general . one sta tement is 
written to a line, though by using the continuation code one 
statement may be written over several lines. Each line may 
be punched onto a ca rd for progrrun input exactly as written. 
The first five characters of each line may be used 
for labelling the row. For conformity with the matrix form 
ori..ly that line which corresponds to t he leftmost non-blank 
column of a matrix should be labelled. The sixth character 
is a continuation character. If this is non-blank then this 
line is treated as a continuatj_on of t he previous line . A 
continuation line must not be labelled. 
Characters 7 through 72 may be used for a FRED-
statement, part of a stateme nt or a comment. A comment 
must be prefixed by t he ch arac t er pair 11 /:;:11 and ended by 
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the pair ":;!/ 11 • 11.. comment may be included on the same line as 
a statement. If a comment ex tends over more than one line, 
the continuation character .should be used in the normal way 
and only one set of a;:::1 ' and 11 :.::/,; symbols is needed, (Le, 
they ne ed not be repeated one each card'). 
Characters 7 3 through 80 are reserved for program 
identification and serial numbering i I'- accordance with 
accepted practice . 
The structural rules stated for the matrix form , i n 
particular t hose concerned with IF-b locks , app ly also to the 
indented form. The concept of columns of a matrix is however 
replaced b;y t he indentation of a s ta temen t . To repr esent a 
statement in the firs t column of a matrix , the sta tement is 
written in indented form with its first non- blank character 
in character position 7. To represent the second matrioc 
columnj the first non-blank character m~st be in po sition 9 ; 
that is indented two p ositions. To repre sent column 3 the 
indentation is four characters, for column 4, six positions 
and so on. 
Using this indentation to represent the matrix 
columns, ther e is no need to include blank elements in the 
indented form, a s the structural rulea permit determination 
of the row without ambiguity. 
When a continua tion ca rd has to be written, there 
should be a non- blank character in character position 6. 
This is not significant other than as a continuation flag. 
The continued statements should have the same indentation 
thr•ouc hou t~ 
The indented form can be considered a structure 
in its own ri gh t by r ecording section 3,2,2 along the 
fol l owing lines: 
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"The first statement of the edit to be performed 
must have its first non-blank character in position 7. The 
succeeding st a tement~ have their first non-blank character in 
the same position until an If-statement or jump statement is 
encountered ••• 11 
and so on mutatis mutandis. 
3.2,4 As a simple example of the structure of FRED, 
consider the editing of figures extracted from an income tax 
return. Assume that two of the values given are NOCLAIMS, 
the number of children for which education expenses are being 
claimed and EDUCEXPS, the total runount claimed for education 
expenses. Assume further that both values are known to be 
numeric and non-negativeo Since the amount claimed per child 
must be at least one dol]ar, and may not exceed 300 dollars, 
we have the following checks, using statements of FRED to be 
defined later - the intuitive meaning should suffice for 
the moment: 
,, .. , (. "' I n:: 
( O NT•NUI::. If< ( ~1...: (1<. C:-t .- UL-- ·~ / 
I 1-= I\J o ( 1.. A I M S -, = 0 
I 
I G L S1: 
In indented form, this would be written: 
8S . 
~ - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '!. 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
;. 
g - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " .. 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "' .. 
;; - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - -
~ - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - ... -. 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.. 
-
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N 
" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
" 
;:; 
~ ~ 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : ;;; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
., .. 
" ;: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
., .. 
., 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ., -
~ ~ "' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ., " ., ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !. !'. " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ., N 
.!'. 
- -
- - - - - - - - - - -
-
-
- - -
-
-
'!. 
; ;; 
0 g i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
:! C, 
" - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -" ;: ~ - - - - - - '-.::: - - - - '-; - - - - - - - ... ~ 
- - - - - - - -" - - - - - - - - - - - ;ii' :a ~ - ~ ~ 
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;; r: - ~ ;;; - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ... - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - " ~ - - - - -Q H :::!. .. " 
- - -
-f - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;; 0 _j - ;; 
s: c<) ~ ~ Q ~ Q - - ~ - - * 6 - - - - - - - - - i ~ 4! - - - - -- - - <..n 1 - ::i. - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ -i: - - T. - - ~ 1 - - - - - - - -~ I..J. \J .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - N -: :r :e 1-J. lJJ. w LlJ - - - - - -~ - - - - - ~ - - ;; - z ~ <f) ~ - :I; - ~ - :I;: - - - - - - - '.:!. q _J °= ~ <.,; 1...1 q !:: - - - - - - - - - - - - N " UJ I..}_ ~ ... N - - - - - - - N - ~ - - - c --.-; - -N ~ w ~ ~ ' ~ ~ N ~ - - - - - - N - u - - - -;; - I u II 
"* 
;; 
2 ~ j ~ ::> i :) - ~ - - ~ i::; - - - ( - - - - - - - -~ ~ q ':¥ ~ ;; - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ Lu i LI,! l.\j ~ ! ;:. - - - - - - - - - - - -0 V ~ - ~ = : - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. a.. ~ 4". ~ ~ ;; - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - -~ °= I -,! ~ H <..,2 - - ~ - - - - 1--: - - - - -., L1=l ~ q X I ~ \..,! 0 ! :. - - - - ~ - - - - - -c._J ~ ~ u}1 Q ~ 'Z ... - - ~ cl lil - ~ - - - - - - -N I 3 ~ ~ y z 0 ~ '! - - - - L .,. - - - - - -= lJ.J :) I..\..J ell w 1./) w --
~ Li,. I LL t -1 '..l! LI:- -:! ~ ~ - - - - - w - - - - - - - - - -.. ~ <I}_ 1-1 l.!J .. 
·- - LC - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -e 
-:! ~ .. - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ LU .. 
.. .. 
"' " 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -q ., 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - -
" " 
- -
- - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - -
N N 
-
- ,. 
- ~L:;. - - -
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3.3 EXECUTABL.8 STATEMENTSo 
The statements of FRED are divided for convenience 
into four classes, called A-, B-, C-, and D- statements 
respectively. 'Ni thin eac:i. class, the statements are numbered , 
so that for example , a CON'l'Ii'"!"UE statement is a lso referred 
to as a D-7 statement . A- and B- sta tements are declarative, 
and C- and D- s tatements are executable. The distinction 
between C- and D- statements is not well defined 9 but generally 
speaking C- sta tements are editing actions such as signalling 
errors 9 maldng adjustments,· co::ling new items and so on . 
while D- statements ke ep control of the edit and are used to 
lead up to t ~e proper edi ting action. 
3.3.1 Before defining the executable statements of FRED 
some preliminary definitions are required. 
vari able-name. This is a name which represents a variableo 
It is a string of alphanumeric and break 
characters and must not be composed of more than 
31 characters., The initia l character must always 
be a lphab e tic., Since these names ma y also be used 
in the PL/I translation of the edi t 9 all PL/I rules 
must be obeyed. 
The variable will usually b e a scalar 
variable, that is, a da ta item which may take on 
more than one v~lue during the execution of the 
program 9 provided that these values are restricted 
to one data tJrpe ( e.g. arithmetic or character) , 
and if ari tr1metic to one base, scale, mode and 
precision. 
The name maJr also represent one i tern of an 
array or structure , i.e. it ma;v ~~e a subscripted 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
I 
! 
I 
name such as I(3 9 4). The name may even represent 
an array or structure 9 provided that the statement 
which includes it is well formed according to t he 
obvious extensions of the PL/I rules for expressi ons 
involving arrays or structures. Since these rul es 
are so complica ted, no attempt i s made to define them 
here 9 but an experienced PL/I programmer should 
find little difficulty in extending the PI/I rules for 
any required FR~D stat~mento 
Examples of v ariable name s are 
A AB A3 A-B THIS -IS- A-VARIABLE- NAME 
express ion. An expression is an algorithm used for computing 
a va lue. Expressions are of three types, scalar 
array 9 and structure . as for PL/I For def'ini tions 
of array and structure-expressions the PL/I 
specifications should be consulted. Scalar-expres s-
ions are discussed below. 
Exampl es of expressions are 
A+B A=B A+B t;; :;:(C/D) 
scalar- expression< Syntactically a scalar- expr es sion consi s ts 
of a consta nt 1 a scalar variabler a buil t -in function 
reference (see PL/I specifications ) 1 a scalar 
expression enclosed in parentheses a scalar express-
ion pre ceded by a p refix operator 5 or two scalar 
expressions connected by an infix operator. 
Operators will usually be arithmetic 9 logical 
or comparison. A comparison ope ra tion results in 
the value 1 if the relationship is true, or O if it 
is falseo 
Examples are PAY. TAX ,:: 2 , A!8'(.VAL and SIN (X) 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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comparison-oper~tor , A comparison operator is one of 
label. 
< 
and has the expected meaning. 
A label is a string of up to five alphanum-
eric characters 1 of which the first character must 
be alphabetic. It is used to identify a partic-
ular row of the matrix. 
'message' 
message-name 
•flag•11 When an error condition is found , it is 
signalled by a message on the Error listings, or 
by a special flag. Such a signal can be given in 
three ways. The first is to give an explicit 
message to be written on the error listings. This 
may be of up to 30 characters. It is to be 
written as a character string surrounded by 
apostrophes, for example 
'ERROR I N TAX' or 'PAY CODE ADJUSTED TO 3 1 
this is shown as 'message'. 
The second way is by giving a character 
string variable name. The contents of the 
variaole ; which should not exceed 39 characters . 
at the time of performing the relevant statement . 
will be written on t he error listings. This is 
shown oy mes sage- name. 
The third way is by setting a flag. Here 
some variable , which must be defined in the 
external PL/I procedures 9 is set to some value 
1Jy an assignment statement. This must be 
surrounded by asterisks 9 such as 
:-;:FLAG? = 1:;; or *ERRORCT=ERRORCT + 1::: 
This is shown by ;;: flag :;: 
I 
I 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
! 
i 
i 
I 
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A furt he r symb ol required b y the ffietalanguage is : 
'rhis is a special symbol which appears only 
on t he statement definitions 9 and not in the language 
itself. It indi ca t es that t he following syntactic 
elements occur in the same column, but in a lowe r 
row than the prec eding elements. 
Th is section describes the C-statements . An 
i mportant po int is that the values of any item declared to be 
in the record be ing edited can only be altered by C-statements . 
Any attempt to alter them by a D-sta tement may cause serious 
errors at execution time . 
Cl ERROR ( 'message ''/message- name/ :;, :flag ~: ) 
This statement is used to define the condition 
of the record to be 1 in error' and to write a f 
message on the error listings 9 or set a flag. 
Example s are: 
ERROR DIAGNOSTIC (5) 
ERROR ~:; CODE( 7) = 1 ::: 
C2 QUERY ('·message ' /message- name/::, flag ~:; ) 
Thi s s tat ement is use d to define the co ndition 
of t he reco r d to be 11 queri ed", unless the condition 
has p reviously been set to 11 in error11 , and to write 
a message on t he error listings or set a flag. 
Ex amples are: 
(-).DERY I AGE TOOL01.'V 1 
QUnRY t;ESSAGE ( 1 ) 
C3 ADJUST variable- name=expression, ('message ' /messarre- name/ 
::, flag ::~) 
Note that the expressi on must be follo ~ed by a comma, 
as both I and ::1 are valid characters in an expression. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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This is the third of the basic error statements of 
FRED. The value of the expression, which may 
contain items of t he record and external values, 
is calculated and assigned to the item of the 
record identifi ed by t he variable-name. All the 
usual PL/I conventions with regard to mixed mode 
expressions and consignments apply. If the condition 
of the record was 11 good11 previously, then it is 
changed to "adj us ted11 • 
An adjustment made by this statement applies 
only to the copy of the record, so that if , at the 
end of the edit, the condition of the record is 
11 in error", this adjustment will be reversed. 
Examples are: 
ADJUST SEX = 1, 1 SEX CODE CHANGED TO MALE 1 
ADJUST ITEM( 5) = 'NA' , 'ITEM 5 NOT STATED 1 
ADJUST X = 5 !:~ ::: Y, ~:: FLAG ( 7) = 1,:, 
C4 TRY (variable-name= expressions, ('message'/message-
name/ :;: flag ,:· ) 9 ) ••• FAIL ( 'message'/messa.ge-name/ 
::: flag ,;: ) 
This is an extension of the ADJUST statement 
which is only valid when it forms a complete IF-
block. When this statement is performed for the 
first time for a par ticular record, the firs t 
variable is adjusted to the current value of the 
first expression exactly as for an ADJUST statement. 
The IF-statement preceding this statement is then 
re-entered, and if a different path is taken then 
this adjustment remains. If however this statement 
is re-entered, then the adjustment is reversed and 
the error message is deleted from the listings, 
or the flag cleared , and t he next adjustment of 
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the string is made. The IF-statement is re-enrtcr er,_, 
and so on. 
If all adjustments are unsucces sful 9 then the 
record condition is set of "in erroril and t he error 
message specified bey ond, the "FAIL" is writ ten. 
Example: 
1F To s/c.~T~L1t1 1, THE~ T~Y To!'Js:aT N'o/2.0) · wE1& 1-n· e,,v e.N l"-! 
1 C.WTS 1 F(-\lL. 'WEIG-I-IT T OO HlG-t-1 1 
f: LS I: : C.0 Tl U E 
If the ratio of weight to cost is too high , 
then the weight is adjusted as if it has been 
expressed in hundredweights instead of tons. If 
this is successf'ul, the adjustment remains. If 
this fails, the weight is reset to its original 
value and the record is in error . 
C5 LOOK UP variable-name TO variable-name, 
(comparison-operator expression 9 expression s ) ••• 
OTHER expression 9 ('message' /message-name/::: flag :::) 
This statement is a further extension to the 
ADJUST statement which allows the adjustment to be 
made on a table look-up basis. The second variable-
name (which must represent an item of the record) 
is to be assigned a value dependant upon the value 
of the first va riable. A scalar-expression is 
formed from the first variable-name the first 
comparison-operator and the first expression. If 
this is true (non-zero), then the value of the 
second expression is assigned to the second variable-
name. If it is not true 9 then the operation is 
repeated with the first variable-name and the · 
next set of (comparison-operator expression, 
expression,) and so on until either a true value 
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is obtained or until OTHER is reached, when the 
value of the last expression is assigned to t he 
second variable- name. 
If the record condition wa s pr•eviously "good11 , 
then i ·~ is se ·G ·c o 11 adjusted11 anci an error message 
written in the usual way. 
Note that the scalar- expressions need not be 
exclusive nor comple te. Th e first one that is true 
determines the value, and if none are true, a value 
is set by the 1r oTHER 11 expression. 
Example: 
LOOK UP NlIT'l'l TO I NT, <- 100, 0, , 200, 100 , 
:.: 300,200, 400,300, < 500,400 s0THER 500, 
'SET I NT TO WHOLE NUMB~R OF HUNDREDS ' 
This adjustsIN'J.1 to the greatest whole numb er 
of hundreds less than NUM and not exceeding 500. 
C6 CHANGE variable-name = expression 
C7 DEF I NE va riable-name= expression 
There are occasions in an edit when it is 
necessary to adjust ol" set a value without writing 
a diagnostic, or changing the cond.i tion of the 
r e cord. For example~ a particular error may be 
very common and easy to adjust, and because of this 
it is not wanted to slow down t he error checking 
process by including such adjustment on the error 
listing . Also , it may be desirable to introduce 
during the edit some value s not present in the 
record r ead , such as the avera ge of several 
items, or a code value derived from some relation-
ships between items . 
These two statements can be used for this 
purpose . Their effect is i dentic o.l, the two forms 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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exist merely to convey the cause of the change to 
the source listing . The former implies a trivial 
adjustme nt, the latter the definition o:f a new item. 
In both case s, the item name is set to the value 
o:f the expre s s ion. Any va lues changed by these 
stateme n t s are not restored if the record condition 
is " in error" . 
3.3.3 In general t e rms ~ the D- statements are used to 
control t h e path of the edit and perform arithme tic or othe r 
operations on va riables that a re not part of t h e r e cord. 
Dl IF scalar-expression [ , s calar- expres sion ] ••• T}~N 
[/ I scalar-expre s s ion [, sca lar-expre s s ion] ••• THCin 
••• // ELS E 
The scalar-expressions, which wi l l :frequently be 
compa rison operations sueh as "X = 20", 'but may 
be more general expressions, are evaluated in turn 
until the first non-zero value is eneountered. The 
program then per:f orms the IF-bloek which has its 
:first sta tement in the same row but next eolumn to 
to the non-zero scala r expression. If no scalar 
expre ssion is non- zero then the IF-block beside the 
ELSE is performed. 
Exactly one IF-block is performed, and after 
that, the next sta t ement to be performed will be in 
the row :following the end o:f the IF-bloek attached 
to ihe ELSE and in the same column as the BLSE 
unless this row t erminat e s a higher-l evel IF-block 
(i. e . one conta i ning the IF- statement unde r discussion) 
in whi ch case the next sta tement to be performed will 
be that given by applying this rule to the higher 
l evel IF-b l ock (and so on i:f neces sary). 
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A convention that allows for easier coding 
is that if all the scalar-expression are co~parison 
operators with the same operand as the left hand 
side, then this operant need be written only in 
the first expression. For example 
IF x: > 40, X < -40, X = 0 THEN 
is equivalent to 
IF X >40, ..:... -40, = 0 THEN 
This rule may apply through all the sets of scalar-
expressions in one I F-statement . 
Example: 
To check the validity of a date 
IF ltl',ONTH :;'FEB I n-t£A 
'IF DAY> 2.S iHE.N E. i:tRo rz 'DATIE BAD' 
!I-SE CONTINUE 
'SE:P' 1 I I I 
-;: ,= A P A., = -:ru N ) 
-::
1 NOV 1THE N IF :DAY> 30 THf::N E" RR.OR 'D" TE B AD I 
fLSE CONT IN l.lf 
ELSE. IF J) AY > :;l THEN ERROR I Dii-.TE 6Ai> 1 
EL.SE CONT IN L'E. 
D2 variable-name= expression 
Any variable whieh is not declared as an item 
of the record may be altered o~ defined by an 
assignment statement of this type. Any assignment 
that is acceptable to PL/I is acceptable to FRED. 
D3 DO < PL/I statements > END 
More complicated PL/I including: for example , 
input/output, data conversion, internal procedures 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
: 
: 
I 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
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and so on 9 can be embedded in this statement. The 
"DO" and "END" are keywords recognised by the FRED 
compiler. Whatever is between thflse is accepted 
as PL/I statements. These statements may include 
11 DO" or "E1'ID" and must include the proper PL/I 
punctuation, The whole of the PL/I group is one 
st~tement to FRED, and hence must be written on 
one card, or as many continua tion cards as necessary. 
D4 GO TO label 
A jump may be made to any l abelled row of the 
matrix by this unconditional jump statement. The 
next statement that will be performed is the left-
most statement of the row with the given label, 
If a jump is made to a staterrent within an IF-
block , then on concluding the I F-block, the path of 
the edit will be the same as if the IF-block were 
entered as usual by finding a non-zero scalar-
expression. 
D5 LOOK UP variable-name FOR variable-name, 
(comparison-operator expression, expres s ion,) •• • 
OTHER expression 
This statement is similar to the "LOOK UP ••• T0 11 
sta tement c5. Phereas C5 was used to adjust items 
declared as part of the record, this s tatement is 
used to look up values for any variable which is 
not par t of the record . Again sets of(variable-name 
-1 comparison ope rator expression) are built up, 
and for the first one that is true, the second 
variable-name is set t0 the value of the corresponding 
second expre ss ion. 
Example: 
LOOK UP X FOR Y, -· ' MALE 1 , 1, = 'FEMALE ' , 2 f 
= 
1 NOT STATED 1 , g , OTHER 9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
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D7 
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LOOK UP variable-name JUMP , (comparison-operator expression, 
label,) • o. OTHER labeL. 
This is a jump depending on a table look-up. 
A scalar-expression is formed from the variable-name, 
first comparison-operator and first expression. If 
this is non-zero, the program jumps to the first 
label. If it is a zero, a second scalar-expression 
is evaluated in the same way and so on. If all 
scalar-expres s ions are zero, the jump is made to 
the label following the 11 0THER". 
Example: 
LOOK UP POINTSR JUJ\tT.P, = 1, LABL2 i OTHER LABL3 
If POINTER+ L, the next statement will be in 
row LABLl s if POINTER= 2 it wil] be in row 
LABL2 and otherwise it will be in row LABL3. 
( C01'TTINUE/ **) 
This is a "do-nothing" statement , useful for 
IF-blocks that are needed only for completeness. 
The two forms are equivalent , the latter being a 
shorter alternative to the former. 
I: '< · , i, I ,. : 
J j7 1: ,c ,~, P., ' '-' l) ,: I< : Tl- I :; - I 
L :.. I~ 
D8 PERFORM subedi t-name 
This statement calls a subedit. The subedit 
with the given name will be performed, and the next 
statement will be the one beneath the PERFORM ... 
statement unless an IF-block is concluded at this 
point when the usual rules apply. Note that 
only subedits that are internal t o the edit may 
be called~ hence, a subedit cannot be used by 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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more than one edi to 1To te also tho.t no parameters 
are allowed. 
D9 /::: SC>sne comment :::/ 
Comments can be embedded freely anywhere in 
the edit in the ab ove formo 
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3.4 DECLARATIVE STATEMl:NTS . 
There are t wo class es of declarative s tatements . 
The A-statements are pri marily conc e rned with t he definition 
of variables, and the B~statements v:i th the error listings . 
3 . 4ol The A-statements are very similar to~ · 
corresponding PL/I statements. This is necessary to allow 
FRED to be embedded in PL/I and. vice versa. A knowledge of 
PL/I 9 par tioularly in respect of the definition of va riables 9 
is assumed in t h is section. 
An edit is translated into a block of code which 
is equivalent to a PL/I procedure, which may b e i n t ernal or 
external~ and generally is the same as for an ordinary 
procedure in the same situation. 
It j_s useful to co nsider at this point t he va riabl e 
items (i.e. all values exc ept those writ ten as literal 
constants) used in a typical edit. There are, generally 
speaking 9 four classes . 
The first class consists of those i tems that form 
a part of the record being edited , say " r e cord variables". 
In the typ ical s cheme 9 these will be read and interpr e t ed 
by a suitable PL/I procedure before being edited. These 
variables will therefore be defined by t he calling procedure 
a nd will not ne ed redefinition (except i n the ED IT- sta tement 
q.v) if the edit is written as an internal p roc edure . If the 
edit i s written as an e x t e rnal proc edure these will need 
definition with the EXTERNAL attribute, or as parame ters. 
There are those items tha t are used in che cking 
al] records; look-up tables, limits, lists of acceptable 
codes, and so on. Although these a re n ot always strictly 
con s tant, as in some edits the limits may move to follow 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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trends in the data, these will be called "refernce constants". 
These are rarely used outside the edit ~ so will normally be 
defined in the edit itself , usually with the STATIC attribute 
to preserve t he values between calls. 
There are those items t hat are used to check one 
record, or a group of records only, such as a previous 
record for the same entity or a dif:Ferent member of an 
hierarchic structure. These will be called II reference 
variables". They may be obtained before entering the edit, 
in which case they will be defined in the calling procedure 
and the remarks for record variables apply. Alternatively, 
the appropriate set may be found during the edit, in a IX)-
statement, in which case the necessary declarations must be 
made at the start of the edit. 
Finally, there are values that are not part of 
the record, but that are computed from it for use in the 
editing - sums, dif'ferences, quotients of items and so on. 
These, called ii computed variables" will usually be local 
to the edit : and any necessary declarations must be made 
at the start of the edit. (All default options of PL/I are 
available in FRED.) 
Thus : most edits require some definition of 
names, particularly of reference constants and computed 
variables. In addition, when the record is written as an 
external procedure , all variables in all classes will need 
definition , and most of this must be done explicitly. 
3.4.2 A-statements< 
Al START EDIT edit-name [(parameter ••• ) J 
This is the stat ement that defines the start 
of an edit. A name, of not more than seven 
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cha. r ac ters 9 must be supplied, and the edit can be 
called by this name from any point in the program ; 
exactly as a PL/I proc edur e . 
"START EDI'"r" is a reserved character string 
(except in comments) in any PL/ I p rogram that 
contains a FRED edit. The parameter string, if 
t here is one 9 follows the PL/I rul es . 
A2 ENI) EDIT [edit-name] 
This staternent ends on edit and signals that 
t he following code (if any ) is PL/I. 
A3 DECLARE [level] name [attribute], •• 
[ ,[level] name [attribute] ••• ] ••• 
The declaration of variable names discussed in 
3.4.1 above can l)e done using one or more DECLARE 
statements. These are writ ten exactly as for PL/I 
including factoring of attributes. The only 
difference is that t his statement is termin2 ted by 
reaching the end of the card~ or last continuation 
card 9 instead of by a semi-colon. 
The programmer rrrust ensure that, as in PL/I 
all variable names are sufficientl~r defined by 
means of these DECLARE statements. The only 
variables that do not have t o be defined are those 
that hold the copy of the record made by FRED and 
mentioned in 3.1. 2. 
This statement is op tional 9 but will usually 
occur. 
A4 EDIT [l evel] nrune [attribute] ••• 
[,[level] name [attribute] ••• ] • • • 
A further declaration is r equired to define the 
record to be edited. The items which are to be 
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considered as part of the record must be listed tn 
this statement together with all attributes other 
than storage class. These attributes maJr be 
factored as in t he general case. 
If the edi t is coded as an ex t ernal procedure 
this statement will duplicate some of a DECLARE-
statement9 but in the more normal internal procedure , 
this will r arely happen. 
This statement allows t he copy of the record 
to be made 9 as s ists in producing the cross-reference 
table 9 and defines the scope of the C-statementso 
A5 FLAG name 
One variable, not in the r ecord 9 rrrust be chosen 
as the condition flag and specified by this statement. 
The variable should be fixed binary and must be 
defined in both the edit and the calling procedure. 
Its value at the start of an edi t may be arbitrary. 
At the conc lusion of editing each record, the flag 
has one of the following values: 
0 if the r ecord is "good" 
1 if the record is "adjusted" 
2 if the record is "queried11 
""7 if the record is "in error" :J 
A6 MAX.ADJ constant 
' If many adjustments are made during the editing 
,, 
> 
of one record ~ then it is unlikely t hat the record 
is being adjusted to its corre ct values. More 
probabl~r 9 many i terns are being adjusted to agree 
with a spurious item 9 which itself is not being 
corrected. Hence, the number of adjustments that 
are made is counted, and when this count exceeds 
I 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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a certain number the condition of the record is 
set to 11 in error11 • 
This number is usually two 9 but can be set to 
any constant by using this s tat ement. 
A7 STA.."qT SUBEDIT subedi t-name 
AB END SUBEDIT [ sub edi t-name] 
3.4.3 
A simple subroutine capability is included in 
FRED. A subedi t is a block of code to which a 
"return jwrnp" can be made from any point of the 
edit using a PSRFORM-statemento The subedit does 
not allow redefinition of variables or explicit 
parameters 9 but is merely a block of code of the 
edi to 
These two sta t ements define the start and 
finish of a subedit. The subedit-name should not 
exceed seven characters, the first of which must 
be alphabe tic. Nes ted subedits are not allowed. 
B-statements cont rol the content and format of the 
error listings. The order of appearance of the B-statements 
is arbitrary provided that all B-statements precede all C-
and D-statemen ts. All B-sta tements are optional, but one of 
Bl and B2 must appear. 
The standard (default) procedure, which is followed 
when only a Bl-statement is present is as follows. The error 
listings are written on tbe standard output medium; each 
page is numbered. All records which are not 11 good" are 
printed. If the r e cord has b een adjusted (and possibly queried) ; 
then both the origi na l and the final versions are listed. If 
the record has been queried and not adjusted, then only the 
final versi on is listed; if the record is in error then only 
the original version is listed . Diag~ostic messages are 
printed underneath the record. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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BI LIST v a riabl e-name [, va riable-name] ••• 
The LIST-statement defines the items to be 
printed on the e rror listing s in the order in 
which they are to appear 0 No attributes need 
be specified. Array and structure names may 
be used where appropriate. 
B2 PRINTNONE 
This statement is an alte rnative to the 
LIST-statement 1 and sp ecifies that no listing 
is to be written. Each error condition in this 
case rmrs t be signalled using the flag setting 
options as define d for C-statements. 
B3 FORMAT remote-format 
The forma t of the record on the error 
li s ting is by default that given by a 11 PUT LIST" 
statement. Any suitable forma t statement may be 
supp lied by this statement . The r emote-format 
is written as in PL/I and s h ou ld i n clude parenthese s. 
Bi+ FILE file-name 
The listings are normally written on SYSPRINT, 
th e standard system output file, but by using the 
sta tement, any file may be nominated for the output. 
BS HEADING I characte r-string1' 
If a heading is required for the error listin~ 
in addition to the page numbering , then orre of up 
to 110 characters can be supp lied by this statement. 
Thes e characters will form the l e ft end of the top 
line of each page. 
B6 PRINTALL 
This statement specifies that every record is 
to be listed 9 regardless of the error condition. 
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3.5 EXAMPLES. 
3. 5.1 Suppose that a record contains "date of birth" in 
day, month s year as 11 Dl" , "Ml 11 , "Yl", and "date of marriage" 
in similar form as 11 D2a , "M2" , "Yi'2 11 and II age at marriage" in 
years as "AGE" . Then a check between these i terns could be 
coded as: 
t.Frvt2)'Ml•Ht:N -..,.. 
~ AGE - I TH t: N i. t= r1 l L H I 
~ HI 
iHEN tF D2. "'J,"' Dl THl=N 
ELSE 
Ii: L.S E EI<~ Oil I A<, I: i()O HI G-H
1 
!F D2 L !)f THEN 
1 I 
ERROR AG-E TOO +-1 IGH 
EL. E: J:; OR ' G.c TOO L ....:;' 
ELS t: !: ~ i:? .~ ' AM: ,00 L W 
> /\GE: THEN ~ /ZRO, AME TOO c.(Jw ' 
EL G ' . AG~ TOO HIG-H 
3.5.2 Suppose that the record gives details of agricultural 
production, and contains acreage under wheat "AREA", and 
production of wheat "PROD", and state code "STATE". To test 
that the yield per acre is reasonable , a table look-up may be 
combined with an IF-statement as follows. 
Lu()k ue 'E,1 1·, 1C ,-=~,,.::: 1?1,Tl<J) 
I ' • I ~ I c--,. f 2r.• - I • f\. ' I / 
: i'l :- ) ' (;, .J -:: V I ( ~ .1-0 } : L,) t. L; ,I v,. ... j ( J 
, . . , o- ..... ,::; . ., •o 
:. ' ~._),... ' , 1 :, , ~ , , , ::- / Z 5 , :: A Ci , z.o 1 1 "'c."' ~ 
'I LEL.]) r,~u c., / ARL= A 
I ~ '( : /:· L D > I , 7 x t<'.1-' , L , ' 
) I . ':> X •.!. I\ T r. (' 
<. . 5 )l h 1\ i 'i, 1' 
..,...,,.: N 
T .'~ I ,'-,J 
THl:N 
.; L.SIE 
I 
11: 1:: 1:::.oK I ~UE·'" 
I Q 'JI:•- 't1 
1 ,;rr,_j) ,CC t-,LGH' 
' "f"!-[L i> H[G-H 
' y r. L.::- Li::· L...O w ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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3.5.3 Suppose that at a computer installation, statistics 
are kept of machine utilisation. Suppose further that special 
statistics are kept for a string of " compile only" job s, and 
that the data punched are starting time "START", finishing time 
"FI NISH" , language c ode "L" , number of cards "CARDS", estima ted 
time "EST" , and user code "USER" . START and FINISH are 
punched in minut e s in two decimal places, and EST is in 
minutes. 
Th e additional assumption is made that for each 
l a nguage, compilation time will be approxima tely proportional 
to the number of ~cards~.: .. 
An edit for these cards could be written as an 
internal FRED block as follows: 
f:. D I T ( ::.. , i-\ ·, T, l?rs.JD) 1::: 1X::.D DCC1 1--U:>. L (7; 2)> 
( ( A 1-- ( ) s,) ~ ;:::, , .. ) 1-=- I X. ·~ V -I) ~ ( I I''\ ,:;, I- ( 3 ~ (; :- I 
L c 1-1 n 1~ ,:\ c T 1= ,.:::: ( , ) > u _, G ,~ c 1-1 n ,:::: ,~ c -:- ~ 1~ ( ,:) ) 
L I :::i -;- USC I~ STA 1.:.:. T G ND 1.= L f.\ e S ~ D t.:-::: S, I C A t.Z.D.::... 
I ) J ) - )- 1 .J 
f' (' rs._ 1'-1 r\ 1 ( ,-:., ll. 1 e, !\ ( 7) 1 )( ( 2 ) . 2> p ( 7 2) , 1:: ( 4) , /1- ( 1); ,--::: ( 4_) ) 
I ·• 
l (.' I'' i:i 1 1- 1.= c, N L 1 Tc, ':: :-:, TA -;- , --;- , c s ' 
I+< (:; X I: (_ u TI \ ,.::, L- E 
EL A e~. GT) ,. 1::,'\J D - -=-- ~A1:::.--;- i 
' - - - - , . •! 1:=- GLAJ-.::,:= .i) c.O 11r_:--. / :1: 1-;. r::._r_, v,: ,,•- , ,~l\, ,a.C- A. 1·'/l" 
I 
L:. L. i-.=-1.:: j) ~ 0 
) 2 '_) ,-· ,.: N C: .'Z(~ ,.z '•" ,,~ , '.) 1. _, !\.\,' 
I 
rL SE , :I<* 
! 
- p ,_; , c., I i 
- I 
-: F ) U . r_; ( ; .:, i 
-C ) 
- L 
' ) 
0 TH l?l'< .. (j 
r-: 1-, ( T v ~ = 0 T :-l~ N 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ii=/,( •Li \ ! CI" t~( 1:>1:' . ( A ;,'.)~; 
:::::F l: 1. APSEI>> 3 ... i=AU01C i:1~ N, Quf.?'/ 
<· 5 ~ r N , : R ,H~ "' ~uGr.:y 
E i...., -=- ! 
,,.. '!<-
yr:: 
' FL::,E I .... ..... 
4. THE IMPLEMENTAT I ON 
Note that a comple t e listing of 
t he pre- processor is attached as 
appendi x c. 
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4.] PRE-PROCESS OR FORM. 
In this section the fol~owing definitions are used 
to distinguish 'between a "pre-processor" and a "compiler11 0 
A transl ato~ is a program or routine which r eads 
sets of statements in one programming language and processes 
them to form sets of statements or instructions in another 
programming language in such a way that the t v/0 sets of 
statements are logically equival ent . The set of statements 
p rocessed is refe rred to a s th e II source code11 , and the set 
of statements or ins tructions p roduc ed as the "object code 11. 
An assembler is a translator 9 whose source code is 
wri tten in a s:,rnoolic assembly language, possibly with 
macroiiiIStruction f acilities, and whose object code is a 
machine language routine that may be loaded and executed orr 
a specific machine after any necessary linkages and 
relocation. 
A QOmJ2il er is a translator, whose source code is 
written in a p roc edure- ori ent ed or p roblem oriented language,. 
and whose obj ect code is either a machine language routine or 
a symbolic assembly language program. In either cas e the 
obj e ct code is capable of being loaded and executed without 
furthe r compila tion , although assembly, linkage and reloc a tio~ 
may be r equiredo 
A ~re- processor is a translator, whose source co de 
is written in a proc edure - oriented or problem- oriented 
language, and whose object code is in some other procedure-
oriented or problem- oriented language 1 so that further 
compilation is r equired before e machine language or assembly 
language form is available for loading and executiono 
FRED, as outlined in the previo us chapter, is 
closely related to PL/I, and allows arbi -1':,rary blocks of 
PL/I to be embedded in a FRED routine. If FRED were 
translated by a compiler, in th e above sense, it would 
t herefore be necessary t8 i nclude PL/I itself as a subset 
of the source language o Fui~ther, a FRED edit will generally 
be only one of a set of p rocedur e s, the others being writ ten 
in PL/I, such that the set forms a comp l e te edi ting and 
proces s ing routine. A FRED compiler would therefore have 
to establish the expected PL/I linkages of ex t e r nal names, 
entr i es, and so on, and conform to the d;rnamic allocation 
conc ept of PL/I. 'I'hese tasks ·are immense, and beyond the 
scope of an exper i mental language, t he specifications of 
which may change as experience is gained in its use. 
The alternative approach , that of a pre- processor, 
was theref ore chosen. A FRED edit is translated i nto an 
equivalent PL/I procedure. Any embedded PL/I statement . 
when r e cognised as such, can be copied without regard to 
either s yntax or semantics. In this way a large amount of 
work is saved. 
Further more, t he p r e- proce ssor will also read and 
copy any PL/I sta t ements which surround the FRED edit . These 
s t a t ement s will usually form the r emainder of the editing and 
processing program and hence the entire program may be pre-
processed and compiled as one unit. The FRED edit ma3.r then 
be treated as an internal or an ex t e rnal procedure by 
locating it analogously to a PL/I p roc edure . In this way 
t he sc ope of names and linkage rules of PB/I have thei r 
exact equi valent i n FRED. 
A further advantage of this approach, is tha t t he 
p r e - processor is machine-independent and should b e able to 
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run on any machine with a PL/I compil er . Though there are 
very few PL/I cor.1p ilers a t the moment 1 a :i.1 increas ing number 
should become ava ilable in future. 
The code produc ed by a FRED pre-proces s or run is 
wr.~tten on a disc, and can either be saved for a later PL/I 
compilation or else compiled and execut ed at once. In most 
cases where a FRED diagnostic is written during pre - processing s 
t he object code will not be -ralid PL/I, and the object code 
should not be submitted to the PL/I compiler. 
The "Job Control Language'1 of the Opera ting Sys tem/ 
360 allows a procedure of this kind to be effected very 
neatly. Although severa l control s tatements are necessary 
to load t he pre-processor ? estab lish the disc storage and 
load the PL/I compiler 9 these can be generated by one 
'.' ca talogued11 statement. Using this t e chnique 9 one control 
statement, for example . 
I I STEPl EXEC FREDCLG 
would be needed to perform all required steps. If t here 
were no pre- processor diagnostics then the PL/I compiler 
would b e called in &:.1d the progrrun would be executed. If 
however 9 there were some pre - process or diagnostics 9 the 
PL/I compiler would not be called ? and the code stored in 
the disc would be scra tched. 
Other control stat ements would specify the pre-· 
processor step only , or p r e- process or and compile only. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
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4.2 COMPILING TECHNIQUES. 
4. 2.1 In this section the term " compiler11 will be u sed in 
its a ccepted sense to de s cribe a ny procedur e to tr ans l a te one 
programming language to another, irrespective of the nature 
of the second l angu age . 
A revi ew was made of several pape rs describing 
compiling techniques, to find one suitable for FRED. In the 
early s tates of t his review, it seemed that a t able driven 
compiler using a syntax for FRED written in Backus Normal Form 
would be v e ry suitable. A modified form of the five phase 
compiler describ ed by 1'1!arshall and Shapiro ( 15) was envisaged. 
These phases included a syntactic analyser, a macro-writer, 
an optimiser, a code selec tor and an assembler. The optimising 
phase could be omitted i n the first imp l ementa tion and added 
at a l ate r stage, after consideration as to how much of this 
phase v~uld be duplicated by t he PL/I compile r i n its 
treatment of the FRED objec t code. 
The p rincipal advantage of thi s scheme was that the 
bulk of th e work was in the syntactic analysers and this would 
b e unaffected by any changes in the languaee tha t would seem 
d esirable afte r opera tional experience of FRED. An adaptation 
of FRED to produc e obj ec t code in say, FORTRAN rv (used 
extensive ly at the A. N.u.) uould require modification only 
to phases 4 and 5, and could be effect e d fairly easily. 
It also seemed likely that a direct adap~ation of 
some existing and proved syntactic analyser could be ~ade , 
for example j 1ANALYZE 11 of Cheatham and Sat t l e y (17) 9 with 
conseauent saving of debugging time. 
A t entative syntax table was drawn up for FRED 
in Backus Normal Form. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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<edit > .. -.. - < start)< declarative block)(executable block>(end> 
( executable block ) : : = <executable statement> J 
< executable statement) 
<( executable block ) /<executable block ) 
< subedi t ) 
( subedi t ) : : = ( start subedi t) ( subedi t block)(end subedi t > 
< subedi t block ) : := < executable statement) / 'executable st~fument > 
< subedi t block> 
<start subedi t ) : := START SUBEDIT (subedi t name > 
(end subedi t > : := END SUBEDIT l END SUBEDIT <subedi t 
<subedi t name) : : = (name) 
<declarative block ) : := <declarative s tatement>) 
< declarative statement> 
< declarative block > 
<start) ::= START EDIT (edit name>{ START EDIT <edit 
((parameter string>) 
<parameter string) : := < parameter>l<Parameter), 
<parameter string)' 
(end) : := END EDIT ( END EDIT <edit name > 
name) 
name ) 
(.edit name> : : = <. name > 
(executable statement)> : := < if statement>kerror statement) l 
( query statement> / , 
<adjust statement> J 
<... else statement> } 
( continue statement> / 
<.. look statement) )<do statement> \ 
< go to stat~m$nt>\ < try statement>/ 
< change statement>/ 
<.. definu statement> } 
< perform statement>/ 
< assignment statement> 
'· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
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<if' statement > ::= IF< if' kernel > THEN 
I 
' if kernel ) : := ( if kernel A> /( if kernel / 9( rrame')<operator'> 
(i:f kernel A) · •-
<error statement > 
< query statement ) 
<adjust statement) 
' <expression / 
< name ) <operator X expression > \<if kernel A > s 
< operator) ( expression ; 
: := ERROR < diagnostic '> 
: := QUERY < diagnostic > 
.. -
.. - ADJUST. < name ;> = < expression >, 
(diagnostic ) 
< diagnostic ) : := ' < message >'' /< message-name /I 
~fts:tt)nment..,.sta tement>i 
<"else statement) : := ELSE 
<continue statement > : := CONTINUE / :;{:;_: 
< look statement > : : = < look to statement >}<look for statement >/ 
< look jump statement> 
< look to statement .> 
<rook for statement > 
. ·-
. ·-
LOOK UP < name ) TO -.:, name)' ,( Jlook set .> 
OTHER < expression>,< diagnostic > 
LOOK UP < name:;, FOR < name/J < look set> . ·-. 
OTHER ·expression') 
<.]ook jlirnp s·tatement) : := LOOK UP ( name ) JUMP,< jumpset7 
OTHER ( label) 
(look set )' : : = ( comparison opera tor.><.expres sion> , ( expression~ 
< look set>< comparison operator><expression) 9 
< expression) , 
< jump set ',, : : = ( comparison opera tor> expression) , < labelj , ( 
( jump set ,- · comparison operator ><expression)9 
< label>, 
<~do statement.> : := D¢< PL/I statements )' END 
< go to statement) · ·- GO TO < label > 
( try s ta temen t ) : := TRY ( try set)' FAIL <. diagnostic ;, 
< try set> : := ( name / = ( expression ) 9 < diagnostic) , / 
( try setX..name/ = ( express ion>,< diagnostic?, 
l 
I 
i 
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(change statement ) 
< define s t atement ) 
< p erform statement > 
.. -
.. -
.. -.. .,,. 
CHANGE< name ) = < ex-press ion ) 
DEFINE< name) = < exp·r e s si on > 
PERFO RM < subedi t name ? 
< assignment s t atement,) : := (. name ) = (. express ion / 
<declara ti"\";e statement> : : = < declare statement ;> } 
<. edi t s t atement > ) 
< flag statement > ) 
<maxadj sta tement ;:. / 
( list sta tement .>) 
.. · .~ 
. ·' 
( printnone statement>/ 
< f'orma t s t a temen t ;> / 
< f'il e sta tement ;> / 
( heading statement ,., J 
< printal} statement ) 
< de clare statement > · · - DECLARE < declara tions ) 
< edit s t a teme nt ) : := EDIT < declaratiorrs ; 
<. f'la~ s tatement ') ··- FI.AG z... name> 
<._maxadj sta tement > : : = MAXADJ < digit > 
( list sta t ement > ··- LIST <'.'.: list ) 
<lis t ) : :~ < name> )<list ) , <name )' 
< printnone statement > : := PRINTNONE 
( f'ormat statement ;., FORMAT < remote format > 
<' heading statemen t ) : := HEADING 1( character string) ' , 
< prin tall statement ) : := PRINTALL 
For this syntax, the following are assumed terminal 
symbols, defined in PL/I. 
( parameter > /<name) J< operator .. /.: express ion> /<message> } 
( message name > /<: l abel,., )<'. comparison ope r a tor -:> /<.. PL/I statements,>) 
< declara tion ) )<digit ) !<remot e format > }< chara ct e r string> 
---
I 
11-3 . 
4.2.2 The investiga tion of these t echniques l ed to the 
conclu si on tha t gen er a l syntax direct ed c ompiling t echniques 
ar e not suited to a FRED pre- processor. 
The structure of FRED is difficult to bring out i n 
the syntax t abl es. This s tructure is .mostr i mportan t in the 
semantics of FRED 9 and i s of r e l evanc e in the syntax to o. 
This is particularl3r noticeable in the IF-blocking rules, whi ch 
we inadequately de scribe d i n th e above t able . Also, ther 8 a r e 
othe r st ructural ~ules 9 for example 9 the decla r a tive s ection 
must c ont a i n exactly one edit sta teme nt. 
Further more , like many other languages 9 FRED has 
many declarative s t atements, ex amp les of delayed coding, a 
comp lica ted se t of terminal char acters, and a need for helpful 
ernor messages . These propertie s are difficult to i mplement 
in a phr a se structure ~r runmar, and hence it was de cided not to 
continue with this approach. 
The other paper s that were conc er ned wi th gene r al ise d 
t echniq ues also seemed i nappropriate for a first ve rsion of 
FRED . 
Floyd ( 21) described the u se of precedenc e gr ammar , 
a specia lisa tion of the more general phr ase s tructure grammar 
with many advan t ages in comp iling t e chniques , but, the first 
spe c ialisation r equired by Floyd i s that the language must b e 
an II ope r a tor 1 angu agc". An oper a tor l anguage i s a phrac e 
structure gr ammar in which no production takes t he form U~ 
x u1 U2y where u, and U2 ar e non- t er mi nal char acters . This 
condi tion i s viola t e d by t h e first line of t he syntax t able o 
Floyd's t e chni ques are the r efore no t dir ectly app licable to 
FRED. 
Graham (18) d iscusses bounded con t ex t translationo 
An imp ortant condition of his paper is tha t a t each step i ~ 
I 
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the scan of an expression 9 the decision as to wha t action to 
take next is a function of the symbol cu:~r ently under scan 
and of N- symbols on e ither side 1 whe r e N is fix ed for the 
particular l anguage. 
This condition does not hold for FRED a s can b e 
seen by considering the cas e of a statement such as 
"X = Y + Z + • • • 11 
where a n arbitrary numb e r of syrnbols may b e r ead before the 
end of the statement . Only a t that point is it p ossible to 
decide whe ther t his is an asR·gnrnent statement or a se condary. 
I F-sta t ement (denot ed by r ead a "THEW') . Yet t he initi 'J. l 
action is depe ndent on this, 
4.2.3 I n view of the abov e discussion , the me thod chosen 
for the implementation of FRED was a st r a ightforwa rd con text-
dep endent transl a tor, i . e . of the traditiona l type use d for 
nearly al l pro duc tion FORTRAN comp il ers. Thi s appr oach 
avoided most of the difficulti e s menti oned above. I n particu-
l ar it a llowed fre e us e to be made of 11 t e r mi na l characters" on 
diff e r ent l ev els. Thus , when compiling an JJDIT - s t a t ement, 
each par enthe sis ed exp r ess ion must b e broken down into its 
el ements anc.1 the se co nsidered i ndividually.. Howev er, when 
comp iling an assi gnment statement a par enthes is ed exp r es sion 
is trea t e d as a t e r mi nal character, end it s content ignored . 
An unfortuna t e co ns equenc e of this decision is 
tha t this app ro a ch i s the least fl exible of the me thods 
discussed. To try and al l evi a t e this, t he trans l a tor was 
writ tren i n a s trictly modular form. No attempt was made to 
save space by linking the coding for t wo or more statement 
t ypes if thi s meant t hat the format of one s t a teme nt became 
dependent on the othe r s . Because of t h is, it is hoped tha t 
r 
I 
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any changes to FRED suggested by experi ence in its use wil] 
b e easi ly a c c ommodated i n the coding. Fur t her , because the 
translator i s a pre-process or writ ten in its own object 
language , and not for example in a specific assembly language , 
the compiler coding should b e intelligible to any comp e t ent 
prograrrrner reading it. 
' 
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4.3 ~P~COGNISER. 
Tho r ecogniser i s constructed c- ~J. t vlO l ev e ls. The 
first is essentially a character r e cogniser which also reads 
and lists the cards 9 and the se cond l evel is a pair of 
rou tines which assemble the characters into words. 
Tho characte r r e cogniser "NEXTONE", liste d in 
appendix C, is the only routine which r eads and list s a ca rd. 
It returns one characte r on each call, toge ther with a flag 
to distinguish between alphanumeric 9 special and blank 
characters and another flag to signal the e nd of a statement. 
The routine i s con t ext dep endent in the s ens e tha t 
the nature of the last chara cte r si gnalled influe nces the 
pre sent signal . The most i mportant example of this is that 
if the last characte r signalled was a blank, then all blank 
characters on thi s ca ll will b e i gnored , and the character 
r e turned will b e the nex t non- blank charac t er. Thus blanks 
( ex c ep t in chara cte r string constant s) arc squeezed out. 
Us e is also made of this f eature to simplify the building 
up of words . If the last character r ead was alphanumeric 
and t he present character is special, then a blank i s 
signalled so that t he processing of the name or the nu.meric 
constant can b e compl Gt ed without the complications of a 
trailing speci a l characte r . The special character is r e turned 
on the next call. Finally , this feature is used at the end 
of the s t atement. If the last charac t er signalled was non-
blank9 the n a blank is signalled and the e nd of statement 
signal is deferred until the next call. 
NEXTONE also lists cards . A continuation card is 
listed as soon as it is r ead, but the lis ti ng of a non-
continuation is deferred until the call afte r the one in 
which the end of the pre c eding statement was signall ed . 
I 
I 
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At this time all diagnostic messages r ef erring to the 
preceding ota tement should hav e b een wri+.ten
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Continuation cards are checked by this routine to 
se e tha t t he first non- blanLc character is in t he correct 
colUITll1o If this i s no·i; ::; o, then a diagnos ·Gic is written 
and the contents of the card are i gnored
0 
Comments are de tected and squee zed out by thi s 
r outine . They are r egarded as blanks, and all the rule s 
conc er n i ng these a pp ly. Character string constants are 
s ignalled as alphanume ric t hroughout, r egardless of the 
individua l charac t er s within the stringo 
4. 3 . 2 "ErTTITY11 9 one of t he ro utines in t he second l evel of 
the r e cognise r 9 is used to assemble one syntac tic unit - a 
name , numeric cons t ant , character string constant , or special 
character pairo ENTITY makes calls to NEXTONE . If' it 
r ecei v e s first an alphanumeric character, it continue s to call 
NEXTONE and assemble the characters lL."l til t he first blank is 
s i gnalied. The name is r e turned as a characte r s tring 
toge ther with a count of the nwTib er of charac t ers in it . If 
the number of characters exceeds 32 , a di agnostic is written 
and t he ex cess cha r acte rs are truncated. 
For all statements following an edit s tatement which 
defines t he item names oi' the vari ables b e ing edited , a name 
which has b een assembled is checked aga inst the list of it em 
names . If the name i s found i n t he li st , the f lag corresponding 
to t ha t name is set .. These flags are used to update the 
logical cross-refer ence table for all executable s tat ements. 
F/hen a special char acter is read, it is returned as 
one s,mtactio unit unles s it is the fir s t c har ac t e r of one V 
.......... 
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of the pairs II ., , :,'• ti ,, , .. ' ., > _ ii 
r e turned as one unit . 
tr ,_ II 
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11 j j 11 , when the pair is 
The othe r routine in t his second level of the 
r eco gnise r, 1'KEY'NORD", is called a t the start of each 
sta tement . It assembles the first synta ctic unit, and when 
comple t e , compar es it with a list of all pos s ible first words, 
for example uro", 11 ERROR 11 , "GO", 11 DECLARE " . If a ma tch is 
made , the statement type flag is s e t accordingly, and a fl a g 
is set to indicate t he colurnn conta ining the first non- blank 
character. Thi s fl ag is used to check the IF-block structure. 
If the unit is a lphanumeric , but is not a keyword, 
the n the s t a t emin t is t entative ly iden tifi ed as an assignment 
stat ement or a subsidiary IF-sta t ement . A l a t e r conside r a tion 
of the h istory of s t a t ements s t arting in t his column will 
resolve the typ e , as it is not possible to have an assignment 
statement b e twe e n an IF and an ELSE , and co nver se ly a 
subsid:iary IF- s t atement must li e within these limits. 
If the unit is special, unless it is possible as 
the start of a sudsidiary IF-st a tement (",, =11 , ", =", "1=", 
ir>n s " .... " , 11 ~rr), th e statement type is invalid. A diagnostic 
is writt en and this card, and an~r continuat ion ca rds are 
ignor ed. 
Im the ca s e of an ass i gnment or subsidiary IF-
stat ement, the word r ead by KEYV'!ORD is conpared with t he 
list of i t emr name s so that t he cro ss-ref e r ence table can b e 
upda t ed in t he usual way . 
/ 
/ 
- / 
One further routin~~RACK.:.T" , may be conside red 
/ 
as part of the r ecogniser . Thi s is called ~henever the 
start of a parenthesi sed expres s ion i s encounte red and 
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when this expressi on may be tr ea t ed as a t erminal cha ract er. 
This routine reads units from ENTITY and writes them as 
object code 9 keeping count of the number of right and left 
parentheses. When the number i s equal 9 a return is made to 
the calling routine. Diagnostic messages are written if the 
number of right parentheses exceeds the number of left 
parentheses 9 or if t he end of statement is read without 
comple ting the expression. 
The units are read through calls to ENTITY so that 
the mechanism in ENTITY to update the logical cross reference 
.. ~ 
table is effective in this case too. 
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4.4 PROCESSING ROUTINES 
4.4.1 The process i ng routines con sj_st of a se t of ro utines 
to process each sta t ement t ype and a set of control rout i nes 
to es t ablish the link8.ge s nee ded b e twe en s tat ements. The 
structure of these routi nes is shown on the n ext page . The 
control routin es a r e "FRED" 9 11 COLCHK11 9 "STARTER" 9 11 CO MPLT" 9 
and 11 EXE CONE ' . 
FRED is the ma s t er control routine whi ch initia t es 
and comple t e s t he processi ng , and r e t a ins co n trol thro ughout . 
It first initia lises f l ags and opens al l necessary files . 
STARTER is then called t o r ead and print any PL/I sta tement 
that may p rec ede the fir s t FRED edit b lock. On r e tur n a fl ag 
signals e ither the start of an edit block 9 or an end of fil e 
mark detected. In t he latter c a se t he j ob i s t e r mina t ed. I n 
the forme r case 9 othe r rlags ar e initia li se d 9 and th e edit 
name is p rocesed. 
KEY\'i/OH.D is call ed to de t er mi ne the next s t a t en1ent 
type . On r e turn 9 a flag is t ested, and th e approp ri a t e 
proc ess i ng rou tine i s called. These steps a r e rep ea t ed until 
t h e fir s t executable s t a t emen t i s r ead. 
At t h is poin t, FRED t ests tha t a list or printnonc, 
an edit and a f l ag statement hav e be en r ead 9 and i f necess ary, 
p rint s a d i agnost ic . EXECOI1E i s t hen called to write some 
object code t ha t is nec essary a t t h i s p oint? pri ncipally t he 
code t o make a copy of t he r ecor d. 
Each ex ecutab l e statement is p r oc essed by t he 
app rop ri a t e routine . The cross - refer enc e fl ags fo r this 
statement a r e then tested, and if a ny are se t, the cros s-
refe r ence t able i s upda t ed accordingl y . KEYWORD i s then 
called for t he next s t a tement, and so on. If a declara tive 
s t atement i s r ead at t h is stage, a diagnos tic me ssage is 
writt en and t he s t a teme nt tr ea t ed as ill egal. 
I 
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For each statement , COLCHK is called to check that 
the starting column of the statement is consistent with the 
apparent IF-block s tructuree Thus, if a statement starts 
to the right of the pr evious one , t he previous statement 
must be an IF or a ELSE 9 and the present statement star ·~~ 
an Ili' -bloc k. If a stat ement starts to the l eft of the previous 
one 9 this ends an IF-block and an IF or ELSE must be the 
previous sta t ement of the column currently unde r consideration. 
\'.1hen an end-edit statement is r ead, COMPLT is called 
to write t he ne cessary code 9 incl uding the section to write 
the diagnostic messages. COMPLT also writes the cross-
reference tabl e . Then STARTER is call ed again to read any 
following PL/I statements until t he next FRED edit block 
er end of file. \"!hen an end of file is r ead , a me s sage is 
written stating either that the edit was s a ti sfac tory or 
that it contained error s e In the forme r case the ob jec t code 
can b e used as input to the PL/I compiler. In the latter case 
it should be t ermina t ed as it is most unlikely that the 
obj ect code wi ll be error free. 
STARTER r eads card image s and wri te s them una lter ed 
to t he object code file . No check is made on the validity 
of the PL/I s tat ements bei ng r ead. Whe n a ca rd with "START 
EDIT" fus read, t he next name is ex tracted and stored as the 
name of the edit . A proc edure statement i s written using 
this name and copyi ng a ny ~_J arame ters to t he name . A declare 
sta tement i s then written to defi ne t he i nt e r nal error flags 
that will be used by the edit. 
EXECONE is called on reading the first executable 
statement. By t his time the set of items to be edited 
should have be en defined , and EXECONE writes the code which 
will initi a lise the error fla gs and mak e a copy of the items 
at t he start of eac h edit. 
I 
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COLCHK contains an array of labels, one corresponding 
to each of ten columns of the matrix form of the edit. When 
an I?-block is terminated, COLCHK determines the column 
corresponding to the ::.=.£?-statement : and vrritesa uao T0 11 
statement using the J.abel stored for that column. VV hen the 
end of an IF-se~uence is detected, COLCH:Ile determines how 
many sequences are ended at this point (there will frequently 
be more than one) and writes the label stored for each of 
these. The labels just written are then modified to preserve 
uniqueness and stared. When c.n orror in the IF-block sequence 
is detected, an appropriate diagnostic is written and COLCHK 
clears all its fl ags to try and reduce the number of later 
statements that will s eem wrong b ecause of the error in the 
present statement. 
COMPLT writes code to interrogate the internal edit 
flags , set the exte rnal flag and, if necessary 5 restore the 
record to it s original values. The various error listing 
options that were req_uested are scanned and code written tb 
procuce the listings in the form specified. This may 
involve the standard output or a nominated file, a given 
format or no format , all records or only err or records~ or 
no listings a t all. Finally COi1PLT wi-•i tes the logical cross--
r efer enc e table on the standa r d output to follow the program 
listings. 
4 . 4.2 Most declarative statements do not p roduce object 
code at this stage, but mer e ly involve the storing of names 
and flags which co ntrol the later writing of code, particularly 
during COMPLT~ Many declarative statements can occur crnce 
only, and a diagnostic is written if th ere are two occurrences. 
Similarly a diagnostic is written if th ere are two mutu.elly 
contradictory statements such as printall and printnone. 
........ 
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The edit statement is analysed by "EDST". In this 
statement the items to be edited and their attributes are 
set out exactly as in a PL/I decla r e statement, but vathout 
storage clas s attributes. This s t atement i s writt·.en on the 
object file as a declar e stateme nt, but wi t h all item names 
prefixed by Q-:j/ to prevent double defin ition of any of the 
names . The variable s defined by this obj ect code statement 
are used to store the copy of the r e cord and must therefore 
have the same att.ributes as t h e original variables. 
The names declared are also stored in an array 
used for thrcci: purpose s. Firstly by EXECONE and COMPLT to 
write obj ect code to store, and if app ropriat e restore, the 
original values of t he r ecord. Secondly by ENTITY and KEYWORD 
to recognise item name s and update t he cross-reference t able 
accordingly. Thirdly to che ck that names given as items of 
the record in some of the editing statements do in fact form 
an item of t he record. 
The othe r declara tive statements that cause 
immedi a t e output of object co de are t he heading 9 format, 
and declare statements. "DCST" reads the declare statement 
and writes the e~uivalent PL/I statement on the object file. 
"IfEST" reads the heading s t atement and writes an " ON 
ENDPAGE" sta t ement to ensure that the heading will be 
written. S ince t he f ile name must be given in this statement, 
if the r e is file s tat ement, then it should pr ecede t he 
heading s t atemen t. Otherwise "SYSPRINT" is a s sumed. The 
format s tat ement, i nte r pre t ed by "FOST" causes the given 
format to b e written prefixed by the label "Q-jFORM". Flags 
are set so that this wi ll b e given as a remote format by 
the code written by CO:MPLT. 
.. 
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4.4.3 Many executable statements have a straightforward 
PL/I translation. Por exampl e, assignme"lt statements are 
copied without change oy "AIST 11 , which f inally adds a semi-
colon. Some of the routines 9 however , use special devis6S 
as mentioned below~ 
When the translation of an IF-statement is started, 
the first name that is read is stored, and a flag is set. 
The first relation is then coded in parenthes~, If this 
is followed by a comma , indica ting that a further relation 
follows, a n or-sign is written. The next unit is then read , 
and if this is not an item name but a comparison ope:ato: 
then the stored name is written before the operator. A 
whol e string can be trea ted in this way, the stored variable 
b e ing added to each. Thus 
11 IF X = 5 , = 6 , = 7 T HEN11 
is trans lated as 
11 IF ( x = 5) \ ( x =· 6) I ( x = 7) THEN DO; " 
If a name i s given t hen t he flag is cleared and each following 
r e lation must include a name on the left hand side. 
Any subsidiary IF-statements are treated similarly, 
a separate store and fl ag for each ma trix colunm preventing 
confusion when severa l IT-groups are being p roces s ed. 'rhe 
code for each statement is pr eceded bj, "El\TD; 11 , thus 
concluc.ing the do-group of the previous bJock. A further 
"END;" is written for the e lse state1;1ent, but the IF-block 
associated with this i s not coded as a do~group. Thus, if 
several IF-blocks are terminated by the one statement there 
is ney·:er need to compute the number of "END ;" 's needed. 
This s tructure is in addition-to the go-to statements and 
labels supplied by COLCHK. 
The diagnostic sup_plied with each error, query or 
adjust statement is translated by a common routine, "ADCON" 9 
.... 
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part of "ERST". It is first tested to see that it is of the 
correct form. That is, if there is a pr:~tnone statement
9 
the code mus t spe cify the setting of a flag 9 otherwise there 
must be a diagnostic message given either as a character 
string constant or the name of a character string varia,'"'l le. 
The first option i s processed by writing the a·ssignment as 
given. For t he second op tion 9 the object code declares an 
array of L~o character · string variables 9 each 32 character•s 
long 9 and a counter . The object code produced increments 
the count er 9 unles s its value is 40, and then equates the 
corresponding variable of the array to the cha racter stri_ng 
constant or v ari ab l e . If during the course of one edit, 
more than 40 diagnostics are required for one record then 
since the counter is not incremented above 40 the first 39 
and the last diagnostic will be written. The others will 
b e lost. 
The three kinds of look up statement are proce ssed 
by a single rou tine 9 "LOST". The first v ariable name given 
is r ead and stored 9 then the t ype of loolc up statement is 
determined . If it is II to 11 or 11 :for'1 , then the second varilable 
name is next read and stored , if it is 11 jump 11 this step is 
orni tt c i,. 
A set of "opera tor expression, express ion" is then 
read.. For a "to" or " fo r" statement this ::,e t is coded a s: 
"IF first-variable-nam e op era tor expression THEN DO; 
second-variable-name = expression; GO TO label; END;" 
where the label is stored in LOST. For a " jump" statement, 
the set is coded as: 
"IF first-variable-name = expression THEN GO TO 
label·" , 
where thi s label is the one read from the source code. 
. ., 
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On reading the "OT1IBR' 1 and following expres s ion, or 
label, this i s coded unconditionally as 
"second-variable-name = expression; 11 
or 
"GO TO l abe l•" 
' 
The proces sing is now complete for a " j ur:::p" statement. For 
the others the stored l abe l i s now written and the stored 
version is modified to pr e serve uniquenes s . For a "to" 
statement a jump is now made to the common diagnos tic 
proces s ing routine to process this in the usual way. 
4.4.4 With the introduction of a time-sharing system on 
the A.N.u. 's IBM 360/50 the amount of core s torage available 
to a program will be r educed, and it se ems likely that the 
compl e t e p r e-processor will then be too lar ge to be loaded 
as one unit. For this reason a si mple ov erlay structure has 
been tested. The main s egment con tains the r e cogniser and 
the control routine s. The fi~st overlay contai ns those 
rou tines needed to process the dec 1e. rative s t atements and the 
second overlay these needed to process t he executable 
s tat ements. 
1 
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4.5 I MPLEM8NTATION LIMITATIONS . 
Some limit a tions on the source code exist in this 
first i mplementation of the language wh ich , it is hoped, wil l 
be removed i n l a t e r v ersionso The most common r e asons for 
these are a desire to ke ep the compiler tables to a reas onable 
size without int roducing push down stacks or other forms of 
dynamic s torage , and an attempt to avoid as many of the 
compl~xities of PL/I as possibl e by Jn~ping the terminal 
characte?~ a t a high leve l. 
The s e limit a tions are summarised below. 
1. The try sta~cmont has not been i mplemented. The principal 
difficulty was in writing code which would establish, during 
each execution of the edit, the number of time s tha t t he try 
sta t ement·:: had b e en entered. It seems ne ce s sary to initi alise 
such a counter some distan ce b efore the actual try statement, 
and this n e ces s itates either a lot of rare ly used initialisa-
tion written in e v ery edi t in case it will be ne eded, or 
e l se t ho i ntroduc t i on of a s e cond pass by t he comi:113r. 
Ne ithe r of these seemed jus tified for a non- es sential stat ement. 
2. The conditions o:f an IF-sta t ement must be of the simple 
forma t 
11 item opera tor expr ession11 o 
Forms invo l ving pRr enthes isod and con ca t enated oper a tor s 
such as 
" IF (A = B) i (C = D)" 
a re not a llowed . 
3 . If the r ecord has been adjusted, the error listings 
will imclude only the final values of the it ems . 
L~. If the r epeat ed left hand side of an IF-stat ement is to 
be omitted, then it must b e a simple va ri able name. A 
subscripted name cannot be accepted. 
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5. S i milarly t he names in a look up s t atement must b e simple
0 
6. Character string constants may not exceed 30 characte r s 
( ex cept for heading statements) and may not conta in 
embedded apostrophes. 
7. Diagnostic messages may not exceed 32 characters. 
8. Only 10 columns are allowed for the matrix form of t he 
edit . 
9. Bla nk ca rds may not b e inserted between continuation 
cards. If a comme n t is continued, the usual rul es about 
first non-blank cha racte r apply. 
10. No account can b e taken of subscripts in the logical 
cross r eferenc e tabl e. Arrays are trea t ed a s one item. 
11. All parameters to an edit mus t b e conta i ned on one c a rd. 
12. No che ck is made to s ee i f an assignment statement is 
altering a variable de clar ed to be part of t he record. 
13. The name s supplied as i tems of t he r e cord are prefixed 
by 11 Q, -,f 11 before definition as a copy of the r ecord. All 
inte rnal flags written by the edit also begin with "Q-#", 
and this could l ead to duplics. tion of names . This could 
b e avoided if the copi es were prefixed by, say, "Q.- (a". 
,.. 
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5. US ING FREDO 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- ·-----
5.1 ~AMPLE 1. 
The first example , listed in Apf endix D, shows a 
FRED edit includea_ in a simple processi ng program. "r,~THER11 
can be used to r ead any nU111ber of c a rds containing clima tic 
information 9 and produc e averages and total s for the se t of 
records provided. The edit was written on the assumotion 
" 
that all records would ap·"lly to the same area , so that it 
was possible to set a r ealistic upper limit to, say, maximum 
temperature in February 9 which would be applicable to all 
cards. T-hi s edit was written in a f ew hours and r eq uired one 
run to r emove some punching errors in the source code ~ a21d a 
second run to i mprove the formats of the error listing. The 
edit wa s then r eady for us e , and appears to wor k in all respec ts. 
Late r~ some deliberate errors were caused and the 
p ro gr am r esubmitted to the F~ED pre- processor to demonstrate 
some of t he diagnostics and us e of t he cross-reference table. 
The edits applied were devise d by searching 
published records for the Canberra area ( 22 ). From the se , 
checks could b e made on the upper limit of max i murn temperature, 
the lowe r limit of 1a,ximum , and typical values of these to 
inser t into incomplete r ecords. Che cks on t he lower limit of 
maximum and the u p~er of mininum also seemed desirable, but 
as no values were available 9 a priori, t h e only check 
applied was to ensure that maximum excee ded mi nimum. 
Limits that seemed reasonable were used to test 
rainfnll and hours of sui1shine . 
The date was t es t ed 9 but as year i s not included 
in the da t a 9 every occurr ence of Februnry 29th was acceptedo 
A particular feature of this edit is the use 
made of in-line look-up t ables . Although these are not 
,-
I 
l 
..__ 
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necessarily the shortest, or the fast est (measured in execution 
time) wa·:l of i mplementing these checks, they are very clear. 
This clarity was an i mportant feature in r e ducing the time 
taken to test an edit. 
As there are very few items in the ~ecord, the number 
of adjustments that can be al l owed was reduced to 1. The 
external flag, "FLAGn was used to exclude any ~ncorrect 
records from the averaging steps. 
The FRED diagnostics shown in the first listing 
a ttached show +,hgt in two cases , no allowance has been made 
for an invalid month code. In the first case 9 the IF-statements 
used to check the number of days in a month are not follo wed 
by an ELSE. Un:fortuna tely this error was de t ee ted within the 
next IF-olock, and as a r esult the pre-processor, in t h is 
early i 171p l ementa tion, becomes uncerta in of the ·present IF-block 
structure and writes two more spurious messages . These will 
disappear when the first error i s corrected. 
'.Dhe second error occurred. in a look:-up statement, 
whe re the " OTHER11 op tion was omi tt:ed. This was signalled in 
a s traightforwa ra. way. 
Examina tion of the logical cross-reference table 
for thi s compilation shows that there is no entry in the row 
of the table corresponding to the item ;;HRS 11 • This implies 
tha t this item is unedited, and it would be advisable to 
devise a suitable checlc. The entries for "FALL" and 11 DAY11 
show that t hese items are present in the edit 9 but are not 
cross-checked. In the circumstances this seems inevitable 
for FALL . DAYt- is in fact checked aga inst MONTH, but as this 
is performed using the inte rmediate variable DAYLIM , this 
cross check does not apl)ear in the t able. 
I 
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The second run listed was an execution . The PL/I 
code produc ed oy t he pre-processor is li r ted, though this is 
not normal practice . The er r or listings and program r esul ts 
may oe seen on late r pages . The data used was needless to 
say, a specia l te s -~--yack and has a very high error rate. 
! 
I 
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5. 2 EXAMPLE 2. 
The second axamp l e , a lso listad in Appendix D, 
shows a FRED edit tha t may be u sed as one part of a processing 
runs or as part of a file creation run. The program as 
listed , include s only the edit and a single ca rd readi ng 
routine . 
"INVOICE 1' is used to chec lc the i terns on an invoic e 9 
a classical problem for editing. This was chosen as it is 
a v er y diffe r ent typ e of edit from the preceding examp l e . 
A large number of a rithme tic cross che cks can be applied 9 
an.cl_ the limits are the same for al l r ec ords. 
The edi t was designed and coded in a few hour s , 
but required three runs to 'debutg . A r eason for this is that 
the author has had little experience in the use of PL/I 
arithmetic expr ess ions. The early versions t herefore 
contained statements such as 
" IF DISCOUNT -- COST ~:~ DISCRATE/100 THEN" which 
were r a r ely sa tisfied. This is b ec ause DISCOUNT has be en 
rounded b efore b e ing punched as a da ta item, wher eas t he 
right hand side is evaluated and the compa rison made wi th 
al1 significant figur es present. The listed v ers ion of the 
edit allows a smal]. tole r anc e to such t es ts to overcome tbe 
problem. 
As b efore , a second run was made with deliberate 
errors to demonstra t e s ome FRED di agnos tic messagee. 
The items of the r ecord we r e a customer code 
11 CUSTOMER" and an it em code t1 ITEM11 , both numeric, which 
were simp ly checked to lie within a given range ., The 
q_uan ti ty of the i t ern :purchased '' u:r,;~ ITQTY11 , and the rn.1Jnber of 
i terns purchased 11 Ul'HTVAV' can be multip li ed together to 
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give the l) ric e , 11 COST11 o There ma y b e a discount 11 DISCOUNT 11 , 
at one of s everal r a t e s~ and t he r a t e is i ncluded as "DISCRATE". 
Similarly, there may be insurance 11 I NSURANCE 11 at "L SRATE" . A 
furthe r charge may b e made f or delivery, "FREIGHT " , and the 
r a tio of FRJ1 IGHT to COST is i mputed during the edit and 
included in t he listings . The l as t item is the amount 
payable, "BILLED11 which is 
COST + I NS URANCE + FRE IGffi' - DISCOUNT. 
An adjustment is made during the edit is BILLED 
doe s not equa l the algebraic sum of the comp onents as above 
a nd if either I NSURAl~CE or DISCOUNT has been mi scalculated . 
If the va lue obtained for I NS URANCE b;y multiplying COST and 
INSRATE is such as to satisfy the check o;f' BILl,ED, then 
INSURANCE is adjust ed to this value . A similar adjustment 
ma;w be made to DISCOU}JT. 
The listings are pr inted using a "PUT LIST 11 op tion , 
so that a forma t :mre ed not be given. A he ading i s given 
however, and t his wil] be r epea t ed on each page of the error 
listings. 
As for the previous p rogr am , the PL/I obje ct code 
is listed for demonstration, purposes . 
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5.3 
The specifi cations and implementations of FRED 9 
as set out in this thes i s 9 seem to have fulfilled most of t he 
aims listed in Chapter 2. In particul ar 9 FRED offers a very 
quick and reliable me thod of writing and t es ti ng small and 
me dium sized logic a l edits. Howev e r 9 experi ence gained in 
the u se of FRED 9 particularly b y other programmErS, will 
undoubt edly suggest i mprov ements 9 and it i s hoped. to revise 
the language a t a suitable time . As well '.€1~' ir'emovin3 the 
i mp lement a tion limitations , th is revision is likely to 
i nclude t h e following . 
In some a r eas , the pn esent specifications seem 
too r estrictive. To a l l ow the programme r mor e freedom, 
without increasin g the chance of logica l errors, a class of 
informa tory pre - processor messages could b e u seful. These 
would not i nhibit execution, but would signal unusua l actions. 
An example of thi s is the adjust statement, where 
for a particular adjustment the programmer may wish to use 
the flag s e tting option instead of the message writing option ~ 
or even suppress the er r or signal altoge t her. 
An ex t ension of this scheme would b e to insert a 
control so t hat th e i nfor mat ory messages may be included or 
omitted for any particular rune There is a v er y similar 
op tion ful the PL/I compiler. 
The cross- refe rence table could be improve d by 
indica ting not 011ly which i terns are checked with any given 
items , but also the groups in which t hese che cks are made . 
Thus
9 
if three che clrn includ.e X , Y , Z;X ,Z/f; X,V r espective ly s 
the present en try for Xis 
X ..... ..... V VI X Y Z 
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In the irnproved version, the entry would be 
X :, . ;,, ill ,: Y.' z· :;: >;: Z W ,io:: V 
with an additional code to signify that the item appeared, 
but without cross checks. 
The efficiency of many of the instructions should 
b e i mpr oved, particularly the look-up statements. 
A version 9 compatible with FORTRAN IV would be 
espccial] y useful to scientific users. 
Two new instructions would b e useful. These are 
LIMIT expression 9 limit-1, limit-2, ('message'/ 
message-name / ~.;flag>::) 
This would evaluate the expression, and unles s 
its value exceeded limit-1 9 and was less than limit-2, the 
record would be queri ed and the error signalJled. in the usual 
way •. 
COMPARE express ion-I, expression-2, fvalue/value 
PERCENT) , ( 'message'· /mes sage-name/:, fl a g ~: ) 
This would evaluate the two express ions, and if 
t he differe nce exceeded the value given in magnitude, or 
the perce ntage of expression-I given, t he r e cord would 
be queried and the 8rror signalled in the usual way. 
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APPENDIX A. 
SYNTAX NarAT ION. 
·In the descrip tion of the sta tements of FRED , t he 
syntax notation is acapted from that used by I.B. M. in 
the PL/I L~nguage Specifica ti0ils (14). The r e levant por tion 
of the definition of thi s notat ion ( pages 11 to 13 of th e 
spec ifica tions ) ar e copied below • 
••• (This notation) does not describe the meaning 
of the language elements , merely t heir s tructure; that is 9 
it indicates t he order in which the elements may ( or nrus·i;) 
app ear , punctua tion tha t is required, and options that are 
allowed •• 
1. A notation v ariable is the name of a general class of 
elements in the language . A notation va riable must 
consist of: 
a) lowe r - case letters , decimal digits, and hyphens 
and mus t begin with a letter~ 
b) A combination of l ower-case and upper-c ase letters. 
There must lJe one portion in all lower case l e tt e rs 
and one portion in all upper-case le t ~ers, and the 
t wo portions must be separ a t ed by a hyphen. 
Al l such variables uaed ar e deffined either formal l y 
using this notation , or are defined in prose . 
Examples: 
a) edit-name~ 
b) IF-block 
2. A notatioll=.Qonstfillt denotes t he lite r al occurrence of 
the cha racters r epr esented. A notation constant consists 
ei ther of all up~er-case letters or of a special 
character. 
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~,; xample: 
H:::ADING 'charac ter-string' 
This denotes the literal occurrence of t he wor d 
HEADING, fol l owed b y t he li teral oc cur rence of 1 9 
fol l owed by t he variable H character-st r ing" defined 
elsewhere, fol l owed by the literal occurrence of 1 
3. Parenthese s() a r e used to denote g rouping 9 and t he 
oblique stroke / ind icates t hat a choice is t o lrn made. 
Example : 
( co FT INUE I ;:: ;_~) 
'I1his denotes that a choice has to be made, and thor e 
must b e either t he literal occurrences of COlf.I1HTUE or 
the litera l occurrence of ,,. ~. 
4. Squ a r e bracke ts [ J indicate op tj_ons . :'\nything enclosed 
in brackets may appear one tj_me or may not appear a t all. 
Example : 
END EDIT [edit-name] 
This denotes the literal occurrence of the words END 
EDI'.~ op ti ona 11;? 'followed by t he variable "edit- name" . 
5. Three~dots •• , denote the occurrence of t he immediately 
pr eceding syntactical unit (i. e . a single v a ri able or 
constant, or any coll ec tions of t hese surrounded by 
par entheses or squar e brackets) one or more times in 
sue cession. 
Example: 
LIST va ri able-name [ , v ariable -name J ••• 
The literal occurr ence of LIST is followed by variable-
nam0 wh i ch may be op t ionally followed by one or more 
se t s of the liter al occurrence of , follOwe d by a 
v ari ab le-name . 
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APPENDIX B. 
JOB COI'1rROL LANGUAGE 
The deck structures required to run FRED programs 
in three typical casea are as fol l ows. 
Bl Compile on+X• 
B2 
a: Catalogue d. 
//JOB card 
//STEP EXEC FREDC 
FRED 
/* 
program 
b: Uncatalogued. 
//JOB card 
//~OBLIB DD ~SNAME = FREDLIB, UNIT= 2311, 
VOLUI/IE = REF D PACK8, DISP = (OLD,PA'.S S ), 
. //G.EXEC PGM = FRED 
//G.OBJECT DD DSNAME = OBJ OOl sSPACE ::; (80, 
1000, 50), RLSE ) , UNIT = 2311,DCB = (RECFM =· F? 
LRECL = 80 ), VOLUME = REF == PACK8, DISP = ( NEW, 
DELETE) 
//G.SYSIN DD 
FRED pro gram 
Compile and save ;PLi_I cod~. 
a: Ca talogued 
//JOB card 
/ /STEI- l EXEC FREDS 
FRED program 
B3 
b: Uncatalogued~ 
as for b·, but for G.OBJECT we have 
DISP = ('NEW, KEEP) 
Compile FRED and PLL_I an~ execute. 
a : Catalogued. 
//JOB card· 
//STEPl EXEC FREDCLG 
FRED program 
/ .. .... 
//G. SYSIN DD ~ 
Data 
b: Uncatalogued. 
//JOB card 
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//JOBLIB DD DSNAME = FREDLIB, UNIT = 2311 
VOLUME= REF= PACKS, DISP = (OLD, PASS ) 
//G. EXEC . PGM = FRED 
//G. OBJECT DD DSNAME = ODJOOl, SPACE = ( 80, 
100 ,50 ) 1 RL~E ) , UNIT= 2311, DCB= (RECFM=F , 
LRECL=80), VOLUME = REF = PACKS, DISP = (NEW, 
KEEP) 
//@. SYSIN DD :~ 
FRED 
/:'f. 
//S2 
//83 
program 
EXEC CLEAN 
EXEC PLIFCLG, PARM. C= ' Sivf:: (1,80)', 
PARM.], = LET 
//C.SYSIN DD DSNA11IE =-- OBJOO.l, DISP = (OLD, 
DELE~E ), UNIT= 2311, VOLUME= REF= PACKS 
//G. SYS IN DD :.;, 
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